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ABSTRACT  

The airline industry is a highly competitive market. Particularly after the major liberalization 

in the industry, the competition carried a step forward for all the concerned companies. 

Airline industry is a very dynamic market also; the expenses of a single operation may change 

substantially in a very short time period, which could be due to the fickle regulations or the 

fluctuation of oil prices. At any time, for a certain destination, a new airline company can start 

its operations and become a competitor, which can result in a market share loss for current 

operators. In such an environment, airline companies strive to maximize their revenues in 

every single flight. Load factors of a flight, classification, and pricing of airline tickets in a 

flight are determinative on the revenue of a single operation. In order to maximize revenue for 

its operations, companies should have a broad range of information about airline market 

conditions and passenger profile and preferences for every destination that they operate. 

Turkish Airlines, which is the largest airline company of Republic of Turkey and increasing 

its global awareness day by day, also strives to maximize its revenues per flight. In order to do 

so, Turkish Airlines needs to have suitable decisions regarding the capacity issues 

(determination of type and number of aircrafts, and flight frequencies) which will be then 

used worldwide in the different branches of company. These reasons lead to the increased 

need for the company to adopt practical total demand analysis in its operating destinations. 

The company aims to specify the factors, which are effective on the change of total demand 
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for every destination. Turkish Airlines also strives to make most accurate demand forecasting 

in order to manage the peaks and troughs of the company’s flights. This project was brought 

to agenda in order to help this company to address this issue and was initiated with the 

purpose of making a total demand analysis for specified destinations. Destinations are from 

Stockholm to Athens, Thessalonica, New Delhi, Mumbai, Istanbul, Bangkok, and Dubai.             

This study is a quantitative study. Chosen demand factors, which constitute the total airline 

traffic between destination cities, are analyzed with respect to change in total demand. 

Various demand-forecasting methods are also applied in order to determine the best 

forecasting method for each destination, which is compatible with the quantitative approach.     

Results of the study are directly related to the airline market conditions of aforementioned 

destinations. Results are presented in four subheadings for every destination; overview of 

airline market, competition level of airline market, factors regarding the destination and 

demand forecasting for the destination.  

This study provides important information to Turkish Airlines regarding total demand 

analysis of specified destinations. Company learns the common factors (price, total amount of 

luggage, etc.) and the destination specific factors (language of crew, Frequent Flyer Programs, 

etc.) that are effective on the change of demand. Company may use this information in order 

to increase its market share (amount of passengers carried in a certain destination by Turkish 

Airlines from total demand) for specified destinations. With the help of this study, the 

company can make an accurate demand forecasting for Turkish Airlines’ future flights, which 

can be used in planning activities like determining the type of aircraft and flight frequency for 

a destination, and pricing of flight tickets through different passenger segments.       

 

 

Keywords: Turkish Airlines, Demand Analysis, Demand Forecasting, Demand Factors, 

Supply Factors  
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ÖZ 

Havayolu endüstrisi oldukça rekabetçi bir markettir. Bu rekabet havayolu endüstrisinde 

yaşanan büyük liberalleşmeden sonra bir kademe ileri taşınmıştır. Bu endüstri aynı zamanda 

çok dinamik bir markettir; öyle ki yönetmeliklere bağlı olarak veya akaryakıt fiyatlarındaki 

herhangi bir artış, operasyon maliyetlerinin de artmasına neden olabilir. Herhangi bir 

zamanda, belirli bir destinasyonda yeni bir havayolu şirketi operasyonlarına başlayabilir ve 

şirkete güçlü bir rakip olabilir ve bu durum da şirketin market payının azalmasıyla 

sonuçlanabilir. Böyle bir ortamda, havayolu şirketleri her uçuşta gelirlerini maksimize etmeye 

çalışırlar. Bir uçuşta uçuşun doluluk oranı, sınıflandırma ve biletlerin fiyatlandırılması gelirler 

üzerinde belirleyici bir role sahiptir. Şirketler operasyon gelirlerini maksimize etmek için 

operasyonlarının olduğu destinasyonlardaki market durumu, yolcu profilleri ve tercihleri 

hakkında geniş bir bilgiye sahip olmalıdırlar.  

Türk Hava Yolları, Türkiye Cumhuriyeti’nin en büyük havayolu şirketi olmanın yanında, 

global bilinirliğini de günden güne arttırmaktadır. Bütün havayolu şirketleri gibi, Türk Hava 

Yolları da her uçuşunda gelirlerini maksimize etmeyi hedefler. Bunu gerçekleştirebilmek için, 

Türk Hava Yolları’nın dünya üzerindeki şubelerindeki kapasite (uçak sayısı ve uçak tipi) 

tahsisatı hakkında doğru kararlar alması gerekmektedir. Bu sebepler, şirkete, uçtuğu 

destinasyonlar hakkında detaylı talep analizi yapma ihtiyacını getirmiştir. Şirket her 

destinasyon için uçuşlardaki talebi oluşturan  faktörleri belirlemeyi hedeflemektedir. Türk 

Hava Yolları, talepteki iniş ve çıkışlara karşı hazırlıklı olabilmek için şirketin uçuşlarına 

yönelik efektif talep tahmini yapmayı da hedeflemektedir. Bu proje şirkete bu konular 
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hakkında yardım edebilmek için, belirlenen destinasyonlarda talep analizi yapmak amacıyla 

gündeme gelmiştir. Belirlenen destinasyonlar Stokholm’den Atina, Selanik, Yeni Delhi, 

Bombay, İstanbul, Bankok ve Dubai’dir.               

Bu çalışma kantitatif bir çalışmadır. Belirlenen faktörlerin, (destinasyon şehirleri arasındaki 

havayolu trafiğinin oluşmasında etkili olan) belirli zaman dilimindeki talepteki değişikliğe 

bakılarak analizi gerçekleştirilmiştir. Ayrıca, kantitatif çalışmaya uygun olarak, çeşitli talep 

tahmini metotları uygulanmıştır ve her destinasyon için en uygun talep tahmini yöntemi 

belirlenmiştir.   

Çalışmanın sonuçları yukarıda belirtilen destinasyonlardaki market durumlarıyla ilgilidir. 

Sonuçlar dört alt başlıkta açıklanmaktadır; destinasyonla ilgili pazarın genel durumu, 

destinasyondaki rekabet durumu, destinasyonla ilgili faktörler ve destinasyondaki geleceğe 

dönük talep tahmini olarak sıralanabilir. 

Bu çalışma Türk Hava Yolları’na belirlenen destinasyonların talep analizi hakkında önemli 

bilgiler sağlamaktadır. Bu proje yardımıyla şirket, zaman içerisinde talepteki değişikliğe 

sebep olan faktörler hakkında da bilgi sahibi olmaktadır. Bu faktörler genel (bilet fiyatı, 

toplam bagaj miktarı vs.) ve destinasyona özel faktörler (mürettebatın konuştuğu dil, 

”Frequent Flyer Programme” gibi servislerin sunulması vs.) olarak gruplandırılabilir. Şirket 

bu bilgileri belirlenen destinasyonlardaki pazar payını arttırabilmek için kullanabilir. Bu proje 

ayrıca belirlenen destinasyonların talep tahmini çalışmasını da içermektedir. Bu bağlamda, 

Türk Hava Yolları, yapılmış olan talep tahmini çalışmasında şirkete dair çeşitli planlama 

alanlarında (destinasyona tahsis edilen uçak tipinin ayarlanması, destinasyonların uçuş 

sıklığının belirlenmesi, farklı müşteri segmentlerine göre uçak bilet fiyatlarının belirlenmesi) 

yararlanabilir.      

 

 

 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Türk Hava Yolları, Talep Analizi, Talep Tahmini, Talep Faktörleri, Arz 

Faktörleri 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This section explains why this study is important and of interest and includes important 

definitions about key concepts of the project, the purpose of the study, research questions of 

the study, delimitations of the research study and structure of the report. 

 

 

1.1 Background 

After the major liberalization in the airline industry, airline companies obtained the 

opportunity to operate in any route of their preference. Companies also became independent 

regarding pricing of airline tickets and served capacities on specific destinations. 

Liberalization brought both, opportunities and challenges for airline companies. New actors 

emerged in the industry, which provoked the competition enormously. In such an 

environment, the main challenge for the companies is to manage the peaks and troughs in 

demand in order to maximize revenues per flight (Mason & Gray, 1995). 

At this point of time, airline companies strive for making the most accurate demand 

forecasting for their operating destinations. There are various demand prediction methods, 

which extends from time series to econometric models. Although time series methods are the 

most commonly used methods, they could not explain the main reasons of the variations in 

the air travel demand. Therefore, new models like econometric models started to be used in 

order to accommodate these factors like economic recession, aircraft size and reduction in 

fares (Abed, Ba-Fail, & Jasimuddin, 2001).    

Any kind of information about destination related airline market is essential for companies. In 

addition, passenger characteristics and preferences over a destination is an important tool for 

airline companies to understand the specific market needs for a route in order to have a 

competitive advantage. Analyzing the air travel market is one of the crucial points that an 

airline company should take into account when it makes decision regarding the required 

capacity, human force, and financial predictions. Moreover, it does not only reduce the airline 

company’s risk but also the company ensures high service levels for passengers by deciding 

on infrastructure facilities (Abed, Ba-Fail, & Jasimuddin, 2001).  

Airline market demand depends on two main parameters similar to many other industries, 

which are demand and supply factors. Demand factors are the main drivers for the necessity 

of airline traffic between destination cities; these factors constitute the total airline demand 

between destination cities. On the other hand, supply factors are related with the proffered  

product of the airline company, (whole product served by airline companies that consists 

passenger’s ticket purchasing process, in – flight service of airline company, underground 

service of airline company) which demonstrates the company’s market share from total 

demand of a specific destination.  
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Segmentation is also crucial for airline companies. Different types of passengers, which 

include leisure and business travelers, have distinctive priorities so airline companies should 

treat them in different ways. In this research study, when we mention about business travelers, 

it does not show the passengers who fly with business class tickets. It shows the passengers 

who fly to a destination with business aims. Because a passenger, who flies in business class, 

can go to a destination with leisure aim and vice versa. It is crucial to emphasize the way of 

segmentation; it is based on the aim of the travel instead of the class of the ticket. The 

business travelers have same preferences and demand pattern between each other that is also 

valid for leisure travelers. As a result, this way of segmentation makes it easier to classify 

passenger groups that have similar demand pattern.          

1.2 The Research Problem 

It is crucial to make accurate predictions of total demand for airline companies. Besides that, 

airline companies carry out intensive market studies to learn the factors that cause the change 

in total demand of passengers. The Stockholm branch of Turkish Airlines needed to analyze 

the change in total demand of passengers and to learn the factors behind the change of total 

demand of seven specific destinations from Stockholm. These destinations are Istanbul, 

Athens, Thessalonica, New Delhi, Mumbai, Dubai, and Bangkok. This necessity became a 

basis of our study and inspired us to structure it in such a way that the problem of the 

company was overcome satisfactorily. 

 1.3 The Purpose of the Study      

The purpose of the study is to analyze the total demand of aforementioned destinations. The 

analysis was based on two main areas; demand explanation and demand prediction. Demand 

explanation part strives to find the demand factors that are influential on total demand change 

and shows mathematically how effective they are on the change of total demand. Demand 

prediction part seeks to make the most accurate forecasting for a specified destination and 

determine the most appropriate demand forecasting method for each destination.    

1.4 Research Questions 

The main research question and sub-research questions, which need to be answered in order to 

give a comprehensive solution to company’s problem, are shown below. Sub-questions were 

arranged to give insight about the market conditions of destinations and determine the factors 

that are effective on Turkish Airlines’ demand in specific destinations.   

 How does the total demand of leisure/business travelers change in specified 

destination and which factors cause this change in that destination?  

 

 What are the demand factors that affect the total demand of leisure/business 

travelers for determined destinations? 
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 Which demand forecasting method is the most appropriate for 

leisure/business travelers in specified destinations? 

 What kind of demand pattern is seen in the quarterly total demand of 

leisure/business travelers in these specified destinations between 2006 and 

2011 years? 

 

o How is the overall market in specified destinations from Stockholm in the 

airline industry?  

 

 What is the passenger profile who flies to specified destinations from 

Stockholm? 

 How is the competition in the airline market for specified destinations?  

 

 

o Which factors are effective on specific demand of Turkish Airlines for 

leisure/business travelers in specified destinations? 

 

 What are the general supply factors that affect the market share of 

Turkish Airlines for leisure/business travelers in specified 

destinations?  

 What are the destination specific supply factors that influence 

passenger-purchasing preferences of leisure/business travelers? 

1.5 Delimitations 

The scope of the analysis part of this study is limited to make total demand analysis with 

respect to demand side factors. It does not involve Turkish Airlines own demand analysis 

which is connected with supply factors. The thesis does not aim to show mathematically most 

important factors, which constitute the market share of Turkish Airlines; instead of that, it 

aims to show important demand side factors which are related with total demand for a specific 

destination.  

Also during total demand analysis, three most important demand side factors are chosen from 

literature among a list of factors. The selection criteria are related with the characteristic of 

the data. Even though factors like political issues involving wars or terrorist attacks, 

socioeconomic factors like economic crisis are influential on total airline demand between 

cities, these factors are hard to quantify and put in the mathematical model. Chosen factors, 

which are Gross Domestic Product Per Capita, Population of the Destination Cities and Trade 

between Destination Cities, are quantitative data. These data can directly be put into the 

mathematical model.      
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1.6 Structure of the Report  

There are eight more sections in this report, which are Literature Study, Our Theoretical 

Demand Model, Methodology, Empirical Data, Total Demand Analysis Models, Demand 

Forecasting, Result Analysis and Discussion, and Conclusion. The structure of the remainder 

of the report can be seen in Figure 1.1 below.  

 

Figure 1.1: The Structure of the Remainder of the Report 
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2. LITERATURE STUDY  

This section forms the theoretical base of the research paper. It gives valuable information 

regarding the literature concepts under three main subheadings; namely General Factors 

(Demand and Supply Factors), Destination Specific Factors and Segmentation. 

 

    

2.1 General Factors         

There are many factors, which influence air travel demand. It is suitable for making passenger 

demand analysis to classify these factors into two groups that are those external to the airline 

industry and those within the industry itself. The factors, which are external to the airline 

industry, can be defined as demand factors. Factors, on which the airline company has 

control, are called as supply factors.   

2.1.1 Demand Factors 

External or demand factors are the factors, which are outside of the control of an airline 

company and even the entire airline industry. These factors are generally economic, social, 

demographic, and political trends like the age and income distribution of a population. 

2.1.1.1 Socioeconomic Factors   

Many agencies, which have the responsibility of infrastructure planning in the airline 

industry, aircraft manufacturers, and airline companies, have developed their own passenger 

forecasting models. These models have adopted the approach which was introduced by 

Quandt and Baumol (1966) and support that socioeconomic factors play the main role on the 

prediction of passenger traffic in the airline industry (Fildes, Wei, & Ismail, 2011).  

Socioeconomic factors like population and gross domestic product per capita were highly 

incorporated to the forecasting model in a study, in which the air traffic for two specific 

planned airports, namely Zafer and Or-Gi airports in Turkey were examined. Moreover, the 

effect of these dependent variables on the demand was supported by the multiple regression 

models in the data analysis part (Yazıcı, 2011). On the other hand, in one research done in the 

US domestic aviation market, socioeconomic factors like population and income are defined 

as demand variables and advised to use for determining total saturated demand between 

specific city-pairs (Hsiao & Hansen, 2011). Some of pioneering work regarding air travel 

demand analysis were performed by Ghobrial (1992), Poore (1993), Saudi Arabian Bechtel 

Company (1979), Alperovich and Machnes (1994) and Bafail (2000). While the gross 

domestic product and income are seen as two important factors for demand forecasting in the 

studies of Saudi Arabian Bechtel Company, Alperovich and Machnes; Poore found the 
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income as important factor for high-income group passengers and population size for low-

income group passengers (Abed, Ba-Fail, & Jasimuddin, 2001). Gross National Product is the 

factor, which explains the biggest proportion of the growth of domestic airline market in the 

USA with 3.5% during period where hub-and-spoke flights started to replace direct flights 

(De Vany & Garges, 1972). 

Income and trade constituted more than half of the growth in the international air market in 

the United Kingdom between 1989 and 1998 years. The strength of the pound, which is 

defined by the relative local currency change, is another important factor that explains 20% of 

the growth in the UK residents’ air travel. Furthermore, relative price index between the UK 

and other countries had a negative impact on the demand of air travelers in UK (Dargay & 

Hanly, 2001).  

Mutti and Murai (1977) supports that the air travel demand is highly dependent on the income 

level and demand changes considerably with income level according to his study which was 

done on 6 Western countries including UK, Germany and France. On the other hand, 

passenger traffic is not seen to relate with airfares in his study (Alperovich & Machnes, 1994). 

Gershon Alperovic and Yaffa Machnes (1994) stated that the elasticity values for price and air 

travel price incorporate some mistakes due to lack of variables which represent customer 

wealth. In their study on the international air travel in Israel, financial and non-financial assets 

were also included into the regression model with air travel price and income. Both income 

and air travel price were found to be significant with passenger traffic in contrast to study of 

Mutti and Murai (1997). Besides that, they added air travel demand is income-elastic while 

they do not change much with price, in other words, inelastic with income. Differently from 

previous studies, the price term included all expenses, which a resident makes during his/her 

air travel to outside of country rather than airfare. International air travel is stated as a luxury 

in people’s lives in the interpretation of that study (Alperovich & Machnes, 1994).     

The income appears to be interestingly not correlated with the demand of air travel in one 

research in which the accuracy of forecasting methods is compared based on the air traffic 

between UK and five different countries. That phenomenon is thought to be sign that the air 

travel started not to be seen as luxury in people’s lives with rapid innovations in the 

transportation. On the other hand, trade between two countries is seen to be an effective factor 

on the air travel demand due to the higher level of interaction between countries. Moreover, 

‘World Trade’ variable, which is defined as total trade of all industrial countries, provides 

better forecasting accuracy to all forecasting models. In other words, trade amount, which is 

made throughout all worlds, is another important determinant of the demand for air travel 

(Fildes, Wei, & Ismail, 2011).  

2.1.1.2 Political Factors 

Airline passengers’ demand is a very dynamic concept and easily influenced by numerous 

worldwide factors, which can be economic crisis, terrorist attacks, diseases, international 

relationships between countries etc. These types of factors are effective on passengers’ choice 

of airfreight. Terrorist attacks of 9/11/2001, wars in Afghanistan, Arabian Gulf and Sars 
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disease had all downward impact on air travel demand. This is easily noticed by examining 

the demand pattern during the important incidents is going on. At this point, some companies 

focus excessively on these kinds of incidents that cause demand fall, and they overlook 

industry dynamics (business related factors) that are also important reason to demand fall of 

airline companies. For example, entrance of low cost carriers, decreasing of ticket prices, 

changing between business/leisure travelers etc. were important reasons for airline companies 

to decrease their yields but most of them were focalized in incidents mentioned above that 

made them missing important industry dynamics (Mason J. K., 2005).           

In a study with the aim of showing the general picture about business travelers during late 

1980s and early 1990s, cost containment and corporate downsizing/reengineering were seen 

as most effective factors on declining shares of business travelers in total air travel demand in 

the United States. Moreover, number of corporate travel managers, who were hired from big 

companies in USA, increased from 16% to 36% between 1985 and 1995. They were 

responsible of controlling travel cost by determining the travel policy for the company. To 

clarify, economic recession, which was experienced in the late 1980s in the USA and high 

competitive environment, resulted in white-collar workers’ losing jobs. That situation affected 

considerably business air travel. Technology is another determinant whose effect on business 

air travel is discussed whether new technological communication products like 

teleconferencing would become a good alternative for business air travel or inversely promote 

air travel behavior in the near future (Bender & Stephenson, 1998).     

2.1.2 Supply Factors 

Supply factors are the elements related with a specific airline company. These factors 

constitute the market share (it is the proportion of travelers that an airline company carries in 

total passengers for a specific destination) of an airline company from total demand in a 

specific destination. These factors are grouped as tangible and intangible factors. 

2.1.2.1 Tangible Factors 

Tangible factors are the ones that can be measured, counted and become a part of purchasing 

motive of passengers which provided by airline companies. Ticket prices, flight frequency of 

airline Company on a destination, total flight time of an airline company on a destination, 

average delay times of an airline company and promotions are the main tangible supply side 

factors.      

2.1.2.1.1 Price - Flight Frequency - Total Flight Time - Time Delay 

The price, time frequency, and total flight time are defined as supply variables and suggested 

to calculate the market share of an airline company for a destination. The air traffic for a 

certain route is defined as the product of the market saturated demand and market share of this 

route. In addition to the socioeconomic factors, dummy variables are added to evaluate the 

effect of hub airports and direct routes on demand between destinations (Hsiao & Hansen, 
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2011). Time delay is found to be the most important basic requirement by the executive club 

members of British Airways. Therefore, the passengers will be dissatisfied under the 

existence of time changes (Shahin & Zairi, 2009). Fare reduction, total flight time, and time 

frequency are among most contributive factors, which have an effect on the growth of USA 

domestic airline market. Moreover, the change in the demand of passengers with the time 

frequency is an important measure which is used on the determination of the optimum flight 

number and equilibrium load factor that optimize the profit for airline (De Vany & Garges, 

1972).  

Ten of sixteen routes on which domestic flights are made in the United States, air travel in 

leisure markets were seen highly price elastic while the effect of price was seen even in some 

business markets. On the other hand, income was a poor variable in terms of explaining air 

travel demand. It was emphasized that demand of air travel varies considerably depending on 

the routes on which flights operate (Anderson & Kraus, 1981).    

2.1.2.1.2 Promotion 

Relationship orientated marketing tends people to have high customer satisfaction and trust 

toward companies, while transaction orientated marketing is found to have no effect on 

satisfaction and trust. Moreover, it was proved that customer satisfaction leads to customers 

repurchase intention. While the transaction-orientated marketing is defined as short-term 

temporary economic incentives, which aim to increase short term buying behavior, the 

relationship-orientated marketing is economic and direct incentives which are planned to 

create long-term customer value (Pi & Huang, 2011). Then, the relationship orientated 

promotion activities that are free shuttle buses and discounts for cooperative shops are seen as 

some of the factors, which influence passenger traffic in the aviation industry. 

2.1.2.1.3 Other factors 

The demand of different classes in an airplane is influenced by the capacity and availability 

change of these classes in the aircraft. In other words, demand behavior of airline passengers’ 

change depending on the existence of capacity constraints for different classes. While some 

classes are more sensitive to changes in the capacity of their own and other classes, some are 

very stable and independent of capacity changes. For example, class five that is defined as 

‘middle leisure’ is seen as the most sensitive class in the aircraft, which carries airline 

passengers from Wagga Wagga to Sydney in Australia (Battersby & Oczkowski, 2005).  

2.1.2.2 Intangible Factors 

Intangible factors are the ones that cannot be quantified easily but become a part of 

purchasing motive of passengers which provided by airline companies. Cost of Origin Effect, 

Brand Awareness and Corporate Image of an airline company, Safety of an airline company 

and usage of Frequent Flyer Programs by an airline company are the main intangible supply 

factors.  
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2.1.2.2.1 Cost-of-Origin Effect (COO Effect) 

A research, which was made on the Lebanese consumers’ quality perceptions, attitudes and 

purchasing intentions, has shown that, there is significant relationship between COO (Cost of 

Origin) based patriotism and selection of Middle East Airlines as a preference. Although the 

good rating of price could not be associated with the patriotism, people with high patriotic 

feeling are seen to give higher quality rates to some certain countries. Moreover, Arab Gulf 

Airlines are rated higher compared to Neighboring Arab Airlines due to these countries’ 

distinctive images, strengths and richness (Ahmed, Zbib, Sikander, & Farhat, 2010). 

Hamin and Greg Elliott emphasized that COO effect plays much more important role in 

intangible services like airlines industry compared with tangible products. The customer 

preferences were found to be dependent on both COO and consumer ethnocentrism (CE) in 

the study which was done to see the effect of COO on customer preferences regarding 

international airlines in Indonesia. Passengers with low CE were seen to prefer foreign 

airlines and give higher rankings to them while consumers with high CE have the tendency to 

use domestic airlines and perceive higher quality toward those domestic airlines (Garuda). 

Furthermore, COO effect was seen as defacto brand for intangible services which have no 

country-of-assembly(COA) and country-of-design effects (COD) on consumers naturally 

(Hamin & Elliott, 2006).  

2.1.2.2.2 Brand Awareness and Corporate Image 

The corporate image is another issue, which is stated as the most important factor to provide 

customer loyalty beside customer satisfaction in the complex and infrequent services. To 

clarify, customers prioritize the corporate image more in case of the lack of understanding in 

the product or service quality attributes. Moreover, people with high service experience tend 

to be more sensitive to corporate image compared to people with low service experience. 

Therefore, the companies should focus on brand building strategies in such an industry where 

complex service quality attributes are presented to consumers (Andreassen & Lindestad, 

1998).  

Profit margins are related with loyal customers in many industries as well as airline industry. 

It is well-known business rule that retaining existing customers is more economical than 

gaining new customers, which is also valid for airline industry. Customer loyalty is directly 

related with the customer satisfaction that can be defined as the difference between Perception 

and Expectation of Service Branding by passengers. There are nine different  branding 

dimensions in literature that airline companies should take into account in order to lock in 

passengers into an airline company; price, core service, feeling, reputation, employee, word of 

mouth, service cape, publicity and advertising. At this point, airline companies have to be 

careful when applying marketing strategies; companies should not over promise its customers 

that may result in higher expectation, which makes difficult to achieve desired customer 

satisfaction. Customer expectations are different for various airline companies; low cost 

carriers and full service airline companies face with different level of expectations with brand 

dimensions perspective. For example, passengers have a higher expectation on low cost 

carriers regarding price. On the other hand, passengers have a higher expectation on full 
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service carriers regarding employee competence. Therefore, companies should understand the 

business requirements deeply and constitute appropriate marketing strategies carefully in 

order to success (Wong & Musa, 2011).         

2.1.2.2.3 Safety 

Safety is seen as one of the must-be requirements in the customer requirements model of 

Scandinavian Airlines and Air China. There are three type of requirements which are listed is 

Kano questionnaire model that was developed to measure product attributes and quality 

perceptions. Must-be or basic requirements are needs that customers do not mention but 

expect from a service. So the existence of these requirements is not noticed, while people may 

be very dissatisfied because of the lack of these qualities (Shahin & Zairi, 2009). 

2.1.2.2.4 Frequent Flyer Program (FFP) 

Frequent flyer mileage and tracking program is seen as one of the must-be requirements that 

an airline should possess according to the executive club members of British Airways. 

Executive club members in BA (British Airways) represent small portion in quantity but they 

constitute very high proportion in terms of revenue by 76%. So the qualities like frequent 

flyer program that are prioritized by executive members play a very important role for British 

Airways (Shahin & Zairi, 2009). Not only demand of the airlines from the airport, where it is 

dominant to specific destinations, but also demand of the airlines from specific destinations to 

that dominant airport increases due to the frequent flyer program partnerships done with other 

airlines. Moreover, that dominant airline company could increase its average price by using an 

effective FFP by which the passengers could collect some flying points and then use them to 

obtain rewards like free tickets. Business and first class passengers are more likely to be the 

member of such FFP program and it is more valuable for them so it becomes harder for the 

airlines with smaller presence in the airport to attract that profitable customer segment. 

Furthermore, these FFP programs form high customer loyalty by creating tendency on the 

customers to purchase from the same airline repeatedly (Lederman, 2007).     

2.2 Destination Specific Factors 

The main important factors are listed as the safety record of the airline, network of 

destinations, on-time flights, flight schedules and timing, economical airfares according to 

Indian passengers in the domestic airline market. The respondents, which were asked to rank 

important service factors in the study, represented a diverse portion of the population with 

business executives, housewives and academics from main cities like New Delhi and Mumbai 

in India (Baisya & Sarka, 2004).    

The number of passenger movements in international flights have increased from nearly one 

million passengers in 1971 to nine million passengers in 1994 beside dramatic increase of 

15% in total number of passengers who were handled by 25 international and domestic 

airports in Saudi Arabia. That increase is thought to be due to the growth on the Saudi 
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economy during that period. Total consumption expenditure and population size were found 

to be the most important factors on demand forecasting of international air travel in Saudi 

Arabia (Abed, Ba-Fail, & Jasimuddin, 2001).    

2.3 Segmentation 

Traditional way of passenger segmentation in airline industry is classifying them as business 

and leisure travelers. Marketing strategy of the airline companies are relied on effective 

passenger segmentation and various implications for different segments (Mason & Gray, 

1995). One of the reasons of making segmentation is the high demand, which is shown on the 

leisure travel by business travelers. The increase in the difference between business class and 

leisure fares is shown as the fundamental cause behind this high demand on leisure travel 

(Mason J. K., 2005). Moreover, different characteristic feature of business and leisure 

travelers motivated airline companies to implement various strategies for determined 

segments. In demand forecasting applications, companies also take into account different 

segments and make forecast of business and leisure travelers on a specific destination 

separately (Dresner, 2006). 

2.3.1 Business Travelers 

Keith J.Mason found out business travelers in the short-haul, appreciated price for a value 

given in the economy class rather than ticket flexibility and product elements provided in the 

business class. According to the UK CAA’s (United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority) 

survey data, 65% of short haul business travelers, who traveled in the premium cabins, have 

fallen to about 15% in 2004, while 50% of business travelers in the long-run who used 

premium cabins have shown less dramatic decrease to 38% in 2002. Due to the behavioral 

change in business travelers, who tend to be more fare elastic, demand of business travelers 

can change with respect to GDP (Gross Domestic Product) easily. The challenge, that the 

traditional airlines face due to that behavioral change in business travelers in the short haul, 

could also be experienced by airlines in the long run in the future (Mason J. K., 2005). 

High proportion of business travelers in the market makes this segment as an important 

opportunity for companies; half of all US domestic travel is business related and two thirds of 

intra-European travel is business related. Business travelers are schedule oriented and have an 

intention to pay more to a flight ticket in order to get a better service and flight frequency. 

Because of the importance of business travelers for the market, it is essential to investigate 

business travelers further. It is unlikely to say that all business travelers suit to stereotypical 

pattern, for example a self- employed entrepreneur may think about the price of ticket more 

than a business traveler who works in a large company. For this reason, business travelers 

should be investigated deeply (Mason & Gray, 1995). 

Mason & Gray have a research regarding segmentation of business travelers; 23 product 

features (Flight Frequency, In-Flight Service etc.) were asked to 827 respondents for data 

collection in order to make a quantitative study. Respondents ranked the importance of each 

product attribute on a 5 point ranked continuum scale. Various demographic and behavioral 
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data were also collected from respondents. As a result of the data analysis, the business 

travelers were separated into three segments; Schedule-Driven Consumers, Corporate Cogs 

and Informed Budgeters. Schedule driven consumer segment is percentage 18.5 of the 

business travel market. The most important purchasing motives for this segment are flight 

timings, exclusive business class lounge, exclusive business class check in, and flight 

frequency. Corporate Cogs segment is percentage 40.5 of the business travel market. 

Idiosyncrasy of this segment is that these travelers’ flight bookings are mostly done by a 

travel management unit within their company. At this point, it is better for an airline company 

to focus on the purchasing motive of the organization rather than purchasing motive on the 

business traveler. Informed budgeter segment constitutes percentage 41.3 of business travel 

market. Informed budgeters have knowledge about airline products and services, follow the 

promotions and campaigns, and aim to find the cheap price for flight. The most important 

purchasing motives of this segment are price and ease of reservation. This segment is formed 

by two types of business travelers; company employees, which make the reservation and 

booking of flight tickets by themselves and pay out the ticket from their own money and 

claim expenditure back from company and self-employed business travelers. Because of the 

traveler properties of this segment, passengers book their flight in advance and prefer to 

purchase the ticket directly from airline companies (Mason & Gray, 1995). 

It is investigated that whether business related air travel is a consumer or industrial product. 

This product can be approached from both angles. Business traveler desires to arrive at the 

destination on time and seeks to have short check-in times in order to maximize working time 

at the destination. This shows that business related air travel is an industrial product. On the 

other hand, a business traveler also wants to arrive home in a good time to spend time with 

his/her family and expect high quality in-flight service. These needs indicate that business 

related air travel is a consumer product also (Mason & Gray, 1995).   

Business travelers, who fly to 20 main destinations from United Kingdom, are affected by 

total trade between one specific destination and United Kingdom although they are insensitive 

to air fare reductions. In that research, trade is defined as the total amount of exports and 

imports between those two destinations. The relative local currency change with pound and 

price index are other variables that were proved to have effect on air travelers with business 

aim (Dargay & Hanly, 2001).    

2.3.2 Leisure Travelers 

Air travel demand increased about 6% between 1980 and 2000 years in UK. Outbound leisure 

travelers form much of that growth in the passenger traffic in UK with increase rate of 3% in 

2002 despite of the events of September 11 (Njegovan, 2006). Deregulation and liberalization 

in both the US domestic market and EU region led to increased competition with more 

airlines, which caused lower prices in the leisure market. Furthermore, introduction of the 

low-cost carriers to the aviation market in the 1990s have changed the behaviors of leisure 

travelers. To clarify, people started to make shorter trips that are more frequent rather than 

long journeys. They had the freedom to choose the length of trip in the higher tourism season. 

As a result of that, the market share of low-cost carriers increased, while air fares and number 
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of passengers who flew with scheduled airlines and charters decreased in the end of 1990s and 

start of 2000s (Mason J. K., 2005).    

The leisure travelers are found to be price sensitive in the international air travel market in 

United Kingdom where leisure trips form 82% of total trips in the United Kingdom. Income, 

relative exchange rate of local currency with pound and relative price index are other 

important factors, which effect demand of airline travelers with leisure aim. Moreover, price 

reductions have been so significant for the UK leisure market that fare reductions made up 

40% of the increase in the air travel during 1989 and 1998 years (Dargay & Hanly, 2001). On 

the other hand, Nedad Njevogan found out that price itself was not an effective factor on air 

travelers with leisure aim on the routes where low-cost airlines do not exist. Demand of 

leisure travelers were found to be income sensitive according to same study done on the 

domestic and international air market in UK. Moreover, the decline in the increase rate of 

airline revenues from leisure travelers in UK airports between 1998 and 2003 was seen to 

relate with not only income, but also economic growth, the expenditure made on domestic 

leisure activities and abroad tourism expenses excluding airfares. Furthermore, people are 

willing to spend more on accommodation and leisure activities at destinations rather than 

airfares. That situation explains why many airlines started to focus on other revenue channels 

by providing services for renting cars and hotel accommodation. For example, revenues 

excluding airfares form 15% of total revenues in Ryan air (Njegovan, 2006).          

Sometime/day characteristics of the flights are other factors whose effect on the demand of 

airline passengers were observed differently on business and leisure travelers. To clarify, in 

school, public holidays and major events were seen to be correlated with the demand of 

leisure travelers positively while the number of business travelers, who fly on domestic route 

between Wagga Wagga and Sydney  in Australia, are considerably low (Battersby & 

Oczkowski, 2005). 
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3. OUR THEORETICAL DEMAND MODEL  

This section shows our theoretical demand model for airline industry. This model is the 

interpretation of the authors of the demand analysis of airline flights; it demonstrates the 

important factors of the total airline traffic for destination cities. In addition, it shows the 

factors that create the market share of an airline company from total demand in a specific 

destination. 

 

       

As previously mentioned in literature study of the paper, airline demand is dependent on two 

important group of factors (like many other industry markets); demand side factors and supply 

side factors. Demand side factors constitute the total demand of a specific destination. These 

factors are independent from the airline companies, which operate on that destination; it is the 

total demand for a destination that is the reason for the passengers, which need to fly from one 

city to another one. Most important demand side factors that take place in our model are 

Income (Gross Domestic Product), Trade between Two Cities and Population of the 

Cities.  

Supply side factors, which are directly related with airline companies, constitute the market 

share of a specific airline company from total demand of a certain destination. Supply side 

factors are classified as tangible and intangible factors in this study. Tangible factors are 

Fare, Time Frequency, Total flight Time and Delay Time. Intangible factors are Cost of 

Origin Effect, Brand Awareness, Corporate Image, Safety, and Frequent Flyer 

Program.  

As a result, our theoretical demand model is based on two important sections, which are Total 

Demand on a Specific Route and Demand of a Specific Airline Company. Our theoretical 

demand model can be seen in Figure 3.1 on the next page.  
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                              Figure 3.1: Our Theoretical Demand Model 
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4. METHODOLOGY                                                                  

This section comprises the research paradigm, research procedure, data collection, demand 

forecasting mathematics, discussion about reliability and validity of the research study.      

 

 

4.1 Research Paradigm 

A quantitative approach was adopted to analyze the change in total demand, determine the 

demand factors behind the total demand, and specify the best forecasting method in the 

prediction of total demand for specific destinations (Collis & Hussey, 2009). The analysis of 

data taken from Swedavia, which is quantitative and observable, is compatible with 

quantitative approach. The methodology that was followed in this study and exercised 

statistical data analysis methods are also accordant with the quantitative approach.    

4.2 Reliability of the Research Study 

In this research study, in which we followed to analyze the effect of demand factors on the 

total demand of leisure and business travelers who fly from Stockholm to different 

destinations, the multiple regression analysis was used to evaluate the data of leisure and 

business travelers with respect to population, GDPpc, and total amount of trade. If the total 

demand data of business and leisure travelers can be obtained for a specific destination, this 

study can be repeated easily by following the different parts in this study. Therefore, the 

quantitative approach is reliable that is an important attribute on the evaluation of this 

approach (Collis & Hussey, 2009).    

4.3 Validity of Research Study 

In this quantitative study, which includes the analysis of effect of demand factors on total 

demand of passengers, the effect of factors like ‘political factors’ could not be observed 

because the political factors are hard to quantify. On the other hand, socioeconomic factors 

like population and GDPpc could be analyzed statistically by multiple regression analysis. 

Therefore, the validity of this study was fairly good but it is possible to increase the validity 

by making a more comprehensive data analysis (which means to include many demand 

factors into analysis). It is also necessary to state that, for quantitative studies, validity is not 

one of the high importance criteria to evaluate the study (Collis & Hussey, 2009).   
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4.4 Research Procedure  

The research procedure, which was followed to analyze the effect of demand factors on the 

total demand of leisure and business travelers in this study, includes four main steps. These 

steps are theoretical model formation, data collection, demand forecasting, and results & 

conclusion. In the theoretical model formation, the literature became the basis to identify the 

influential demand factors on total demand. Then, the survey taken from Swedavia, which 

includes the quarterly data of leisure and business travelers between 2006-2011 years, was 

used in the analysis of demand factors. This data was also used to specify appropriate 

forecasting method for a destination in the demand forecasting part. The results of this study 

have focused on two main parts that are determining the best forecasting method for a specific 

destination, and discussion of total demand analysis with respect to influential demand factors 

on total demand. The steps that were followed in the analysis of demand factors can be seen 

in Figure 4.1 below.  

 

 

Figure 4.1: The Steps followed in the Research Procedure of the Study 

Besides the total demand analysis for each destination, market information and supply factors 

that are effective on Turkish Airlines demand were examined to provide the readers more 

comprehensive picture of specified destinations.   

4.5 Data Collection Process  

Data collection process of this study can be classified to two main headings as primary and 

secondary sources. Primary sources are the interviews made by the authors and secondary 

sources are the publications, journal articles etc.  

4.5.1 Primary Sources  

The primary data was collected by making interviews: 

 Interview with Company Representatives 

 Interview with Travel Agencies 

4.5.1.1 Interview with Company Representatives 

Two semi-structured interviews were made with company representatives. The reason of 

making only two interviews was about the purpose of this study; it was not our main aim to 

make a total market analysis and learn which factors are effective on Turkish Airlines’ 
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demand. Because of this, we did not prefer to make a survey that is necessary to make an 

extensive market analysis. The information, gathered from interviews, is supportive and 

shows basic information about market conditions. Therefore, two interviews were enough to 

give general information about market conditions and mention briefly the factors, which are 

effective on Turkish Airlines’ demand. The interviews provided us information regarding the 

general and specific factors that are effective on Turkish Airlines’ demand, basic information 

regarding the airline market, and competition level for each destination. Besides these 

benefits, interviews helped us to give insight into the possible actions that Turkish Airlines 

can make to increase its market share in specified destinations.  

The first interview was with Gisle Dueland who is Turkish Airlines’ Scandinavia Regional 

Marketing Manager and responsible of all marketing activities of Turkish Airlines in Sweden. 

The interview was recorded with tape recorder of Iphone. Interview lasted 49 minutes and 21 

seconds. The second interview was with Eva Runnäs Malmstedt who is working in the 

Turkish Airlines Stockholm branch and responsible for customer relationships within 

marketing department. The interview was recorded with tape recorder of Iphone. Interview 

lasted 12 minutes and 47 seconds.      

Predetermined questions, which can be seen in the Appendix A.1 section, were asked first and 

then follow-up questions were directed to give a more insight about specific passenger 

preferences on certain destinations. More general questions like ‘What is the profile (travel 

aim whether business or travel) of passengers who fly to certain destinations?’ were asked to 

have information regarding the local markets and prepared questions like ‘Which factors  are 

more effective on the preferences of passengers?’ were directed to have more detailed 

knowledge on the factors which effect the choice of passengers.   

The information regarding three main areas were strived to extract from the interviews done 

with company representatives. These areas are listed below. 

 Overview of Airline Market 

 Competition Level of Airline Market 

 Factors regarding passenger preferences for each destination 

4.5.1.2 Interview with Travel Agencies 

The semi-structured interviews were made with two agencies to have information on the 

market situations in the destinations and the factors, which are effective on the customers. The 

reason of making only two interviews was related with the purpose of this study; it was not 

our main aim to make a total market analysis and learn which factors are effective on Turkish 

Airlines’ demand. The information, gathered from interviews, is supportive and shows basic 

information about market conditions. 

First interview was with Sami Sood who is responsible for sales and marketing in Indcen 

Resor travel agency. The interview was recorded with tape recorder of Iphone. The interview 

lasted 45 minutes and 33 seconds. Second interview was with Victor Ozgul who is general 

manager of Royal Resor travel agency. This interview was also recorded with tape recorder of 

Iphone. This interview lasted 39 minutes and 38 seconds.      
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The predetermined questions, which were directed to company representatives, were asked to 

the agency representatives. The information regarding three important areas were strived to 

extract in the interviews, which are overview of the market, competition level of airline 

market and factors regarding passenger choices. 

4.5.2 Secondary Sources  

The secondary data was collected by the ways that are shown below.  

 The survey done by Swedavia (Survey can be seen in Appendix A.3)     

 Published articles, books and journals  

 Data regarding factors (GDPpc, Trade and Population data of destinations can be seen 

in Appendix part) 

4.5.2.1 The Survey from Swedavia 

The survey, which is taken from Swedavia, constitutes the base of the data analysis of the 

study. Details of the survey are mentioned in Empirical Data section.  

4.5.2.2 Data Regarding Factors  

The socioeconomic values have been obtained quarterly from Statistics Central Bureau of 

Sweden. These socioeconomic data are listed below. 

 GDPpc data of Sweden, can be seen in Appendix A.4 

 Trade data between Sweden and destination country, can be seen in Appendix A.5   

 Sum of total populations of Sweden and destination country, can be seen in Appendix 

A.6   

4.5.2.3 Publications 

The publications, which are used for the project, can be classified under two sections. 

 The articles and journals   

 The books related to time series and regression methods 

Articles and journals were used to form the literature behind the factors, which effect 

customer preferences in certain destinations. The concepts of general, specific, demand and 

supply factors, which we incorporated in our theoretical model, resulted from the knowledge 

that we obtained from articles and journals about the airline industry. 

Time series and regression methods were based on the books regarding forecasting 

techniques. In the Demand Forecasting part of the study, both methods were used to analyze 

the factors statistically. Moreover, the demand was forecasted for some years while the 

availability of correlation between factors and demand was investigated.  
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4.6 Demand Forecasting 

Data analysis is made for demand factors rather than supply factors; total demand analysis is 

made from Stockholm to specified destinations. Demand factors, that were analyzed in the 

Demand Forecasting part were ‘Total population of Stockholm and destination city’, ’Gross 

Domestic Product Per Capita in Sweden’, ’Total trade between Sweden and destination 

country’. Demand Forecasting part was examined under two headlines: 

 Demand Prediction 

 Demand Explanation 

In demand prediction part, total demand for specific destinations is aimed to forecast most 

accurately for year 2011 (quarterly), by using both time series forecasting methods and 

multiple linear regression. In a research, which focused on the determination of the best 

forecasting method in demand prediction of Turkish Airlines, it was seen how good the time 

series methods could predict the number of passengers for specific destinations. Time series 

methods in that study were Exponential Smoothing, Holt’s Method, Simple Regression, and 

Winter’s Method. (Guven, 2007). In the demand prediction part in the analysis of this study, 

same approach was taken to forecast the total demand of both leisure and business travelers 

for specific destinations of same airline company.   

To clarify, different time series methods and multiple regression technique were compared in 

terms of how accurate they predict the total demand. Then the most accurate model was 

adopted to forecast the demand in 2011 year. Methods, which are used, for demand prediction 

for total demand analysis:  

 Simple Exponential Smoothing 

 Holt’s Method 

 Winter’s Method 

 Simple Regression 

 Seasonalized Regression 

 Multiple Regression 

In the demand explanation, the factors, which were proposed to be important on the number 

of passengers in our theoretical framework, were analyzed in terms of how much they are 

correlated with the total demand of passengers. In other words, the effect of each factor on 

demand was analyzed and how much effect each factor has on demand was investigated. 

Moreover, multiple regression technique was used in the analysis of demand factors, which 

are Gross Domestic Product per capita (GDPpc), Population, and Trade. 
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5. EMPIRICAL DATA  

This section comprises the information taken from interviews (which were done with company 

representatives and travel agencies) briefly and information regarding the survey, which was 

taken from Swedavia.   

 

 

The empirical data consist two main parts, which are interview and survey sections. Survey is 

a secondary source for this study; we have taken it from Swedavia. We interviewed with two 

respondents from Turkish Airlines’ Stockholm branch and made face-to-face interviews with 

two agencies. 

5.1Survey from Swedavia 

Swedavia, which is responsible from operations of 11 airlines in Sweden, makes regular 

questionnaires in the airports in Sweden to have knowledge of air travelers’ profiles and 

preferences, which fly from Stockholm to different destinations.   

Data taken from Swedavia shows us the ‘quarterly actual total demand (quarterly total 

number of travelers) of both business and leisure travelers’ between 2006-2011 years from 

Stockholm to specified seven destinations. Data also demonstrates the proportions of business 

and leisure aim travelers in total number of travelers. Data was used in the ‘Demand 

Forecasting’ part of the study to analyze the total demand in two ways. Data can be seen in 

Appendix A.3 section.   

First, the data was used as ‘the dependent variable’ to analyze the relationship between total 

demand and demand factors which are quarterly total population of Stockholm and specified 

destination, quarterly GDPpc in Sweden and quarterly total amount of trade between Sweden 

and destination country. This study takes place in the demand explanation section within 

demand forecasting part of the report.  

Secondly, the data was used as ‘the old data series’ to see whether any time series forecasting 

method can be used in the prediction of total demand in the following years for specified 

destinations. This study takes place in the demand prediction section within demand 

forecasting part of the report.    

5.2 Interviews 

The reason to make interviews with agencies and company representatives is to have the 

understanding of the general picture of airline market in seven specified destinations, learn the 

competition level in these markets and obtain which factors are important on both leisure and 

business travelers’ preferences. Empirical findings, which are extracted from interviews, do 
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not take place in data analysis of the study. Instead of that, this information is used to give 

supportive information regarding airline market conditions of the destinations.  

Empirical findings regarding interviews are classified in three areas for each destination that 

are overview, and competition level of airline market, and factors about passenger 

preferences. The main findings of the interviews were mentioned below in this part. Detailed 

information regarding the interviews can be seen in the Appendix A.2 section. 

5.2.1 Main Findings of the Interviews  

This section comprises the most important points of the interviews that are made with 

company representatives (Gisle Dueland and Eva Runnäs Malmstedt) and travel agencies 

(Royal Resor and Indcen Resor).   

5.2.1.1 Interview with Gisle Dueland  

The interest to Indian destinations has increased considerably throughout the recent years. 

One of the main reasons behind that are the intense relationships and operations of Swedish 

companies in this region. These intense operations of companies result in the increasing 

number of temporary workers, who go from Sweden to India or viceversa. New Delhi is the 

business, while Mumbai is seen mostly as the leisure destination from Sweden market. Finnair 

is the biggest competitor of Turkish Airlines for those destinations, while Scandinavian 

Airlines stop its operations two years ago. The price and amount of luggage are the most 

important factors on the airline preferences of leisure travelers, as the frequent flyer program 

is significant in the preferences of business travelers. 

Luxury shopping and hotels are the main motives of passengers, who fly from Stockholm to 

Dubai. While the leisure travelers are divided into three groups; namely ethnic travelers, 

holiday package (tour operators) and groups, the business travelers consists mostly of groups. 

There is high competition in this market, in which Emirates Airlines is the main competitor of 

Turkish Airlines. Charter flights also get involved in the competition during summer season. 

Image transfer and previous experiences play important role in passenger choices, as service 

quality is seen as crucial for business travelers. 

Bangkok is the destination, which has the highest passenger traffic among the destinations 

studied in this project. The high passenger demand on this route is related with the high 

population of Thai people in Sweden, and interest of Swedish people to this destination with 

leisure aim. There is high level of competition in this market that Thai Airways, Air China, 

Scandinavian Airlines, Finnair, and Turkish Airlines are the main actors of this route. The 

type of flight (direct/indirect), family packages, or services, which focus on family needs, are 

important factors on passenger choices, which fly to Bangkok destination. 

Istanbul is the hub of Turkish Airlines. The company operates all its flights through Istanbul 

and transfers all passengers from this destination. There is not a problem for Turkish Airlines 

regarding the load factors of the flights of this destination. There is an internal competition 

between Turkish Airlines’ branches rather than competition with other airline companies. The 
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flight frequency from Stockholm to Istanbul and usage of Frequent Flyer Program are most 

important factors on leisure and business travelers. Total time duration of the flight is not seen 

so important for this destination because Stockholm - Istanbul flight is perceived as a short 

haul flight by passengers. 

5.2.1.2 Interview with Eva Runnäs Malmstedt  

The comments and findings regarding the Greek destinations were obtained from this 

interview, which was done with Eva Runnäs Malmstedt. While Athens is mostly business 

destination, Thessalonica is the Greek destination that is mostly visited by leisure travelers. 

Moreover, Thessalonica is also used as a transmission point for leisure travelers, who fly from 

Stockholm to neighbor countries like Albania and Bulgaria. Security of an airline and total 

flight time duration are the most important factors that are effective on airline preferences of 

business travelers. On the other hand, price and amount of luggage play the most important 

role on leisure travelers. Therefore, Turkish Airlines has high opportunity to increase its 

market share in leisure travelers by the help of promotions and cheap flight tickets. 

5.2.1.3 Interview with Indcen Resor 

Interview with Indcen Resor was about the Indian destinations that are New Delhi and 

Mumbai. These destinations are the most popular Indian destinations; all types of passengers 

(business, leisure and family visit aim) travel to these cities. There is a high level of 

competition between airline companies for New Delhi destination. Finnair is the market 

leader of this route. Finnair’s flight times bring competitive advantage to the company for this 

destination. Finnair’s flight takes off from Stockholm at the evening time and lands on to New 

Delhi early in the morning. This flight time is appropriate for both business and leisure 

travelers; it provides passengers to use their time efficiently. Competition for Mumbai 

destination is different than New Delhi; Finnair does not fly to Mumbai and there is an equal 

distribution of market shares between airline companies. Ticket prices, flight times, and usage 

of Frequent Flyer Program are influential factors on passengers’ preferences of this route.     

5.2.1.4 Interview with Royal Resor         

Interview with Royal Resor was about the Dubai destination. From Stockholm, mostly leisure 

travelers prefer this destination; passengers fly to Dubai with leisure aim rather than business 

aim. Two types of leisure travelers fly to Dubai from Stockholm. First group of leisure 

travelers are Iraqi people, who live in Stockholm, that are going to visit their families and 

relatives in Dubai. They also fly to Dubai to go to Iraq destinations like Necef and 

Suleymaniye. Second group of leisure travelers are Swedish people, who fly to Dubai, with 

touristic aim. Especially on the winter season, Swedish people go to Dubai to make shopping 

and spend their time in luxury hotels. There is not so strong competition for Turkish Airlines 

in this route. Turkish Airlines is the market leader of Stockholm – Dubai route and other 

active airline companies are KLM, Air France, Lufthansa and Austrian Airlines. Price of 
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tickets, total flight time, amount of luggage, and service quality are important factors that are 

effective on passenger preferences of this route.     
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 6. TOTAL DEMAND ANALYSIS METHODS  

This section mentions about the methods that are used during data analysis of the study. Brief 

descriptions of the methods are given with necessary equations. In addition, comparison 

criteria, in order to determine which demand forecasting method is most appropriate for a 

destination, are stated in the end.  

       

 

During data analysis for demand prediction and explanation some mathematical forecasting 

methods are used which are Exponential Smoothing, Holt’s Method, Winter’s Method, 

Simple Regression, Seasonalized Regression, and Multiple Regression.  

These methods are used to calculate the demand in a supply chain. Simple exponential 

smoothing, Holt’s Method, and Winter’s method are time series forecasting methods. Time 

series forecasting methods use historical demand data to make a forecast; the old demand data 

between certain time periods (it can be quarterly, monthly, weekly etc.) is used to forecast 

future demand. Concepts, which are level, trend, and seasonality, are widely used in time 

series forecasting methods. Trend is the rate of growth or decline in demand for the next 

period. Seasonality is the predictable seasonal fluctuations in demand. Level is the current 

deseasonalized demand (Chopra & Meindl, 2010).  

Regression methods aim to forecast the future data by using dependent and independent data. 

Dependent data is the data, which aims to be forecasted, for example in this study; it is 

quarterly demand data for a destination in certain time periods. Independent data can be any 

factor, which is related with the dependent data; aim of the method is to make forecast by 

benefiting from relation between dependent and independent data (Makridakis, Wheelwright, 

& Hyndman, 1998).           

6.1 Simple Exponential Smoothing 

Simple exponential smoothing is appropriate, when there is no trend and seasonality in the 

demand pattern (Chopra & Meindl, 2010). The equation, to calculate the forecasted data with 

this method is seen below. 

                                                                                                                   (1) 

Ft: Forecast for the period t 

At-1: Actual value of the time series in the prior period  

Ft-1: Forecast made for the prior period  

α: Smoothing Constant Between Zero and one. 

The value of α determines the degree of smoothing and how responsive the model is to 

fluctuation in the time – series data (Chopra & Meindl, 2010). 
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6.2 Holt’s Method  

Holt’s method, which is also named trend corrected exponential smoothing model, is 

appropriate when demand pattern has level and trend but does not show seasonality. The 

equations, to calculate the forecasted data with this method, are seen below (Chopra & 

Meindl, 2010). 

                                                                                                           (2) 

                                                                                                           (3) 

                                                                                                                              (4) 

Ft+n: Forecasted demand data for the period  

Lt+1: Level data for the period  

Tt+1: Trend data for the period  

α: Smoothing constant for the Level  

β: Smoothing constant for the Trend  

6.3 Winter’s Method  

Winter’s method, which is also named trend and seasonality corrected exponential smoothing, 

is appropriate when the demand pattern shows level, trend, and seasonality. The equations, to 

calculate the forecasted data with this method, are seen below (Chopra & Meindl, 2010). 

        
    

    
                                                                                               (5) 

                                                                                                              (6) 

          
    

    
                                                                                                (7) 

                                                                                                                           (8) 

Ft+1: Forecasted data for the Period  

Lt+1: Level data for the period  

Tt+1: Trend data for the period  

St+1: Seasonal factor for the period  

α: Smoothing constant for the Level  

β: Smoothing constant for the Trend  

γ: Smoothing constant for the Seasonal Factor  
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6.4 Simple Regression 

Simple Regression is used to make the forecast with respect to the relation between the 

dependent and the independent data. In simple regression method, there is only one 

independent data and aim is to find the relation between two data sets and make the future 

forecast through this relation (Makridakis, Wheelwright, & Hyndman, 1998).  

6.5 Seasonalized Regression  

Seasonalized Regression, is also named seasonality added simple regression method, is used 

to make the forecast with respect to the relation between dependent data and two independent 

data sets. One of the independent data set is the dummy variables (1 or 0) which are put into 

analysis to take into account the seasonality through certain time periods. The aim is to find 

the relation between the dependent data, independent data, and seasonal dummy variables and 

make the future forecast through this relation (Makridakis, Wheelwright, & Hyndman, 1998).     

6.6 Multiple Regression 

Multiple Regression is used to make the forecast with respect to the relation between the 

dependent and the independent data sets. In multiple regression method, amount of 

independent data set can be adjusted by the analyst. The aim is to find the relation between 

dependent data and multiple independent data sets and make future forecast through this 

relation (Makridakis, Wheelwright, & Hyndman, 1998).     

6.7 Comparison Parameters  

In the Demand Forecasting part of the study, there are two sections, which are demand 

explanation and demand forecasting. During demand explanation part, R
2
 value is an 

important indicator for the analysis. For demand prediction part, MAPE (Mean Absolute 

Percentage Error) is the main criteria in order to choose the most appropriate forecasting 

method for a specific destination.  

6.7.1 R2 Value 

R
2
 value, which is a value between zero and one, shows the level of dependence of the chosen 

factors to a dependent value (Makridakis, Wheelwright, & Hyndman, 1998). For example, in 

this research study, dependent value is the actual demand and chosen factors (independent 

values are Gross Domestic Product Per Capita, Total Trade between Cities, and Population of 

the Cities). R
2
 value demonstrates how much of the demand for a destination can be explained 

with selected independent factors; if R
2 

value is 0.8; percentage 80 of the change in actual 

demand is explained with selected factors.      
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6.7.2 MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error)  

MAPE is an important indicator in order to compare the demand forecasting methods and 

decide which one is the most appropriate for a process. MAPE is defined as the average 

absolute error as a percentage of demand. MAPE is calculated from the equations, which is 

shown below (Chopra & Meindl, 2010). 

                                                                                                                                    (9) 

 

     
  

  
  

      
   

 
                                                                                                           (10)  

 Ft: Forecasted data at period t  

 Dt: Actual demand data at period t     

Et: Forecast Error for period t  
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7. DEMAND FORECASTING    

In this part, the demand factors, which were decided to be effective on total number of airline 

passengers at the end of theoretical and empirical study, have been analyzed by using 

stepwise multiple regression statistics method and time series methods.  

 

 

The demand forecasting part for each destination is based on two main aims by benefitting 

from two application areas of stepwise multiple regression. First application is forecasting or 

predicting the demand on certain routes by using the total predictive power of dependent 

factors, which are GDPpc (Gross Domestic Product Per Capita), Trade between Destination 

Cities, and Population. That application of multiple regression is called demand prediction in 

the literature. On the other hand, finding the relationship between each independent variable 

and dependent variable is another application of multiple regression and namely called 

demand explanation. In other words, the effect of each demand-side factors on the total 

demand of air travelers will be explained statistically in that model. 

The analysis part is examined for each destination under two subparts which are listed below: 

 Demand Explanation 

 Demand Prediction 

Multiple regression method was used to evaluate the data that was obtained from Swedavia. 

Multiple regression method is a statistical technique or tool, which is used to calculate the 

relationship between a single dependent variable and several independent variables. The aim 

of multiple regression is forecasting the dependent variable by using the values of 

independent variables whose values are already known. Multiple regression method is the 

most widely used dependence technique, which is used from general to specific problems. For 

instance, national economy is predicted by that regression technique depending on certain 

inputs like income levels and business investment (Hair, Black, Babin, Rolph, & Tatham, 

2006).  

Two dependent variables that we used in the analysis part are total demand of business and 

leisure travelers who fly from Stockholm and seven certain destinations. In the theoretical 

model, which we formed in the literature part, the factors that affect the demand of airline 

travelers were examined in two subgroups that are namely supply and demand variables. Only 

relationship between demand factors and total demand of passengers were observed in the 

demand forecasting part. 
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7.1 Istanbul Destination  

Istanbul is the first destination in the Demand Forecasting part. Calculation details, which 

consists demand explanation and demand prediction parts, are seen below.  

7.1.1 Demand Explanation  

More than one third of data in leisure travelers could be explained by the quarterly total 

amount of trade between Sweden and Turkey between 2006 and 2011 years. To clarify, the 

trade could explain the 35 % of demand in leisure travelers for Istanbul destination. Due to 

high multicollinearity of population and GDPpc with trade, population and GDPpc do not 

make significant contribution for demand of leisure travelers for Istanbul destination 

according to stepwise multiple regression analysis. The graph, which shows the 

deseasonalized demand data of leisure travelers and forecasted demand values, is seen below. 

 

 Figure 7.1: Deseasonalized Total Demand Graph for Leisure Travelers in Istanbul Destination 

Any factor among population, GDPpc, and trade could not explain the total demand of 

business travelers and they are seen as non-significant on the demand data for Istanbul 

destination. The reason of that situation is that the factors could not support the cause of 

decreasing trend with very small incline in the total demand of business travelers in that 

destination. Moreover, the demand of business travelers changes within very narrow range, so 

it could be interpreted as to be nearly constant. 

7.1.2 Demand Prediction  

High seasonality, which is observed in the data of leisure travelers for Istanbul destination, 

can be explained with good accuracy by using seasonal regression time series method. So 

the past demand data could definitely be used to forecast the number of leisure travelers in 

that destination. To clarify, 18.07 % MAPE (mean absolute percentage error) is a 

considerably good error term that explains the good fit of forecasted values to actual demand 
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data. Moreover, TSt values, which are between -6 and +6 range, show that the data is neither 

underestimated nor overestimated by the seasonal regression time series model. That implies 

the high accuracy of time series model for that destination. On the other hand, some peak 

values that are seen in the 2nd and 3rd quarters of 2007 and 2008 years could not be explained 

by that time series model. In addition, the low levels of demand in the first, second and third 

quarter of 2010 cannot be supported by seasonal regression time series model. The graph, 

which shows the actual demand data of leisure travelers and forecasted demand values 

according to seasonal regression method, is seen below. 

 

Figure 7.2: Total Demand versus Time Graph for Leisure Travelers in Istanbul Destination 

Demand of business travelers for Istanbul destination show similar patterns in certain periods 

rather than whole periods. To clarify, the data follow same pattern in 2007 and 2008 year 

while there is same pattern for 2009, 2010 and 2011 years. This partially seasonal demand in 

business travelers can be explained with good accuracy by seasonal regression time series 

method. 16.57 % MAPE value, which is seen in the forecasting of business travelers by 

seasonal regression method, supports the good fit of the model. Moreover, the good accuracy 

is obtained by seasonality included time series model although the actual demand shows 

partial seasonality. The reason of that situation can be justified by relatively low amount of 

peak values, which are seen in the actual demand data. On the other hand, demand of business 

travelers in 2011 are forecasted with relatively bad accuracy due to extremely high demand 

that are seen in all quarters of 2011. Moreover, TSt values, which are between -6 and +6 

range, show that the data is neither underestimated nor overestimated by the seasonal 

regression time series model. So the past demand data could be adopted on forecasting of the 

number of business travelers in Istanbul destination unless very unexpected events like world 

economic crisis are encountered in the following years. The graph, which shows the actual 

demand data of business travelers and forecasted demand values according to seasonal 

regression, is seen below.     
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Figure 7.3: Total Demand versus Time Graph for Business Travelers in Istanbul Destination 

7.2 Athens Destination  

Athens is the second destination in the Demand Forecasting part. Analysis details, which 

consists demand explanation and demand prediction parts, are seen below.  

7.2.1 Demand Explanation  

More than one third of the demand in leisure travelers for Athens destination can be explained 

by the quarterly total amount of trade between Sweden and Greece as it happened in leisure 

travelers for Istanbul destination. To clarify, trade could explain 40% of demand in leisure 

travelers for Athens destination. GDPpc and population are not seen to correlate with the 

demand for that destination and they do not make significant contribution for demand of 

leisure travelers in that destination according to stepwise regression analysis. The graph, 

which shows the deseasonalized demand data of leisure travelers and forecasted demand 

values for Athens destination, is seen below.   
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Figure 7.4: Deseasonalized Total Demand Graph for Leisure Travelers in Athens Destination 

More than half of the demand of business travelers for Athens destination can be explained by 

population, which is calculated as the quarterly sum of populations of Stockholm and Athens, 

and GDPpc that is the quarterly gross domestic product per capita in Sweden between 2006 

and 2011 years. 55 % of data is explained by these two demand-side factors according to 

stepwise regression analysis. To clarify, while population could explain 40% of demand in 

business travelers, GDPpc explains 15% of business travelers’ demand for Athens destination. 

On the other hand, trade was found to be insignificant with demand depending on the 

regression analysis. The graph, which shows the deseasonalized demand data of business 

travelers and forecasted demand values for Athens destination, is seen below.    

 

Figure 7.5: Deseasonalized Total Demand Graph for Business Travelers in Athens Destination 
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7.2.2 Demand Prediction  

Demand of leisure travelers, which shows high seasonality from 2006 to 2011, can be 

forecasted with considerably good accuracy by seasonal regression time series model. So 

only past demand data could definitely be used to forecast the number of leisure travelers who 

will fly from Stockholm to Athens destination in the following years. To clarify, a MAPE 

value of 26.59 % shows the good fit of time series model to the actual data. Moreover, TSt 

values, which are between -6 and +6 range, show that the data is neither underestimated nor 

overestimated by the seasonal regression time series model. On the other hand, some peak 

values like very high demand, which is seen in the third quarters of 2006 and 2007, and low 

demand, which is seen in the fourth quarter of 2008, can be predicted less accurately by 

seasonal regression time series model. Moreover, demand shows different pattern in 2010; 

demand of 3rd quarter is extremely low when compared to other years. Demand of 4th quarter 

is considerably high when compared to other years. So the demand of leisure travelers was 

forecasted fairly in that year. The graph, which shows the actual demand data of leisure 

travelers and forecasted demand values according to seasonal regression method for Athens 

destination, is seen below. 

 

Figure 7.6: Total Demand versus Time Graph for Leisure Travelers in Athens Destination 

Demand of business travelers in Athens destination show unpredictable data between 2006 

and 2011 years. So the unpredictable pattern, which is seen in the business travelers’ demand, 

could be explained fairly by seasonality included and not-included time series models. 

Winters method is the best method with 33.76% MAPE value among time series models that 

were acquired to predict the demand of business travelers in Athens destination. Moreover, 

TSt values, which are between -6 and +6 range, show that the data is neither underestimated 

nor overestimated by the winter's time series model. On the other hand, any time series model 

could not be adopted to forecast the number of business travelers who will fly from 

Stockholm to Athens in the following years due to the insufficient accuracy that were seen in 
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the time series models. For instance, extremely high demand, which was experienced in the 

3rd quarter of 2010, could be predicted poorly by winter's method. Another example is that 

demand is overestimated in all quarters of 2011 by using winters method. The graph, which 

shows the actual demand data of business travelers and forecasted demand values according 

to seasonal regression in Athens destination, is seen below. 

 

 Figure 7.7: Total Demand versus Time Graph for Business Travelers in Athens Destination 

7.3 Thessalonica Destination  

Thessalonica is the third destination in the analysis part. Analysis details, which consists 

demand explanation and demand prediction parts, are seen below.  

7.3.1 Demand Explanation  

All demand-side factors, which include population, GDPpc, and total trade, are seen to be 

insignificant in the demand of leisure travelers for Thessalonica destination according to 

stepwise regression analysis. Therefore, any factor among demand-side factors could not 

explain the demand pattern, which is seen in the data of leisure travelers. Moreover, the 

deseasoanalized data of leisure travelers is nearly constant around 3500 and do not change 

with any demand side factor. 

Any factor among population, GDPpc, and total trade cannot explain the total demand of 

business travelers for Thessalonica destination. To clarify, the numbers of business travelers, 

who fly from Stockholm to Thessalonica, fluctuate considerably in low scales and they do not 

change with changes in demand side factors. High p-values (respectively 0.56, 0.56, and 0.94 

values) justify that the factors are insignificant according to the multiple stepwise regression 

analysis.   
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7.3.2 Demand Prediction  

The demand of leisure travelers in Thessalonica destination, which show high seasonality 

between 2006 and 2011 years, could be forecasted with high accuracy with seasonal 

regression time series method. So, only past data could definitely be used to forecast the 

number of leisure travelers, who fly from Stockholm to Thessalonica destination, in the 

following years. To clarify, an about 19 % of MAPE value was seen in that time series model 

that justify very good fit of time series model to the actual data of leisure travelers. Moreover, 

TSt values, which are between -6 and +6 range, show that the data is neither underestimated 

nor overestimated by the seasonal regression time series model. On the other hand, some rare 

peak values are seen in the data that cannot predicted with good accuracy by using seasonal 

regression time series model. Low demand values that were experienced in the second and 

third quarters of demand data are some examples of these peak values. The graph, which 

shows the actual demand data of leisure travelers and forecasted demand values according to 

seasonal regression method for Thessalonica destination, is seen below.  

 

 

Figure 7.8: Total Demand versus Time Graph for Leisure Travelers in Thessalonica Destination 

Demand of business travelers, which show unpredictable pattern between 2006 and 2011 

years, could not be predicted by any of the time series models that include seasonal 

regression, exponential smoothing, and Holt's and Winters models. So, time series models 

could not be used to forecast the unpredictable demand of business travelers who fly from 

Stockholm to Thessalonica destination in the following years. To clarify, even the best 

method, namely winters model, show about 140% MAPE value that clarifies how bad time 

series models are in predicting the number of business travelers. 
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7.4 New Delhi Destination  

New Delhi is the fourth destination in the analysis part. Analysis details, which consists 

demand explanation and demand prediction parts, are seen below. 

7.4.1 Demand Explanation   

Slightly more than three fourth of the demand of leisure travelers in New Delhi destination, 

which show high seasonality among 2006 and 2011 years, can be explained by the sum of 

populations of two cities, namely New Delhi and Stockholm according to stepwise regression 

analysis. While GDPpc is not seen to be significant on leisure travelers’ demand, trade is not 

taken into account due to high multicollinearity of trade with population. To clarify, the part 

of actual data, which is explained by trade, can also be explained by population. Moreover, 

about 76% of deseasonalized demand data, in which considerably high trend is experienced, is 

demonstrated by quarterly population values according to analysis. The graph, which shows 

the deseasonalized demand data of leisure travelers and forecasted demand values for New 

Delhi destination, is seen below.      

 

 

Figure 7.9: Deseasonalized Total Demand Graph for Leisure Travelers in New Delhi Destination 

Half of the demand of business travelers in New Delhi destination can be explained by the 

sum of populations of two cities, namely New Delhi and Stockholm, and GDPpc (Gross 

Domestic Product per capita) in Sweden. Beside population, quarterly GDPpc explains 10% 

of business travelers' demand. On the other hand, quarterly total trade amounts between 

Sweden and India is again not taken into account due to its high multicollinearity with 

population although a considerable correlation exists between deseasonalized demand and 

total trade. To clarify, 50% R
2
 value justifies considerably high joint correlation of population 

and GDPpc with deseasonalized data in the stepwise regression analysis. The graph, which 
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shows the deseasonalized demand data of business travelers and forecasted demand values for 

New Delhi destination, is seen below. 

 

Figure 7.10: Deseasonalized Total Demand Graph for Business Travelers in New Delhi Destination 

7.4.2 Demand Prediction  

The demand of leisure travelers in New Delhi destination, which show high seasonality 

between 2006 and 2011 years, could be forecasted with good accuracy by the Winters time 

series method. So, the past data can definitely be used to predict the number of leisure 

travelers, who will fly from Stockholm to New Delhi, in the following years. To clarify, an 

18.91% MAPE value justifies very good fit of the Winters time series model to the actual 

demand data of leisure travelers. Moreover, TSt values, which are between -6 and +6 range, 

show that the data is neither underestimated nor overestimated by the Winters time series 

model. On the other hand, some rare peak values, which are experienced in the data like high 

demand in the third quarter of 2007 and in the fourth quarter of 2009, can be forecasted with 

fair accuracy. The graph, which shows the actual demand data of leisure travelers and 

forecasted demand values according to Winters method for New Delhi destination, is seen 

below.  
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Figure 7.11: Total Demand versus Time Graph for Leisure Travelers in New Delhi Destination 

Demand of business travelers in New Delhi destination shows unpredictable data between 

2006 and 2011 years. So the unpredictable pattern, which is seen in the business travelers’ 

demand, could be explained fairly by seasonality included and not-included time series 

models. Winters method is the best method with 23.57% MAPE value among time series 

models that were acquired to predict the demand of business travelers in New Delhi 

destination. Moreover, TSt values, which are between -6 and +6 range, show that the data is 

neither underestimated nor overestimated by the winters time series model. On the other hand, 

any time series model could not be adopted to forecast the number of business travelers who 

will fly from Stockholm to New Delhi in the following years due to the insufficient accuracy 

that were seen in the time series models. For instance, considerably high demand value, which 

is seen in the fourth quarter of 2007, and demand values in all quarters of 2010, can be 

forecasted with poor accuracy by the Winters model. The graph, which shows the actual 

demand data of business travelers and forecasted demand values according to Winters model 

in New Delhi destination, is seen below. 
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Figure 7.12: Total Demand versus Time Graph for Business Travelers in New Delhi Destination 

7.5 Mumbai Destination  

Mumbai is the fifth destination in the analysis part. Analysis details, which consists demand 

explanation and demand prediction parts, are seen below. 

7.5.1 Demand Explanation  

More than three fourth of the demand of leisure travelers in Mumbai destination, which show 

a certain trend with high incline, can be explained by the sum of populations of two cities, 

namely Mumbai and Stockholm according to stepwise regression analysis. While GDPpc is 

not seen to be significant on leisure travelers’ demand, trade is not taken into account due to 

high multicollinearity of trade with population as it has been seen in New Delhi destination. 

To clarify, the part of deseasonalized actual data, which is explained by trade, can also be 

explained by population. Moreover, about 83% of deseasonalized demand data, in which 

considerably high trend is experienced, is demonstrated by quarterly population values 

according to analysis. The graph, which shows the deseasonalized demand data of leisure 

travelers and forecasted demand values for Mumbai destination, is seen below.      
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Figure 7.13: Deseasonalized Total Demand Graph for Leisure Travelers in Mumbai Destination 

As it was seen in the demand of leisure travelers, more than three fourth of the demand of 

business travelers in Mumbai destination, which show a certain trend with high incline, can be 

explained by the sum of populations of two cities, namely Mumbai and Stockholm according 

to stepwise regression analysis. While GDPpc is not seen to be significant on business 

travelers’ demand, trade is not taken into account due to high multicollinearity of trade with 

population as it has been seen in the demand of leisure travelers for the same destination. To 

clarify, the part of deseasonalized actual data, which is explained by trade, can also be 

explained by population. Moreover, about 85% of deseasonalized demand data, in which 

considerably high trend is experienced, is demonstrated by quarterly population values 

according to analysis. The graph, which shows the deseasonalized demand data of business 

travelers and forecasted demand values for Mumbai destination is seen below.  

 

Figure 7.14: Deseasonalized Total Demand Graph for Leisure Travelers in Mumbai Destination 
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7.5.2 Demand Prediction  

The demand of leisure travelers in Mumbai destination, which is unpredictably distributed as 

unlikely the demand patterns for other destinations between 2006 and 2011 years, can be 

forecasted with fair accuracy by using the seasonal regression time series model. Therefore, 

seasonality acquired time series models and the past demand data could not be used to 

forecast the number of leisure travelers, who will fly from Stockholm to Mumbai, in the 

following years. Two TSt values, which were over +6, show that that time series model 

overestimates the actual demand data of leisure travelers for that destination. Furthermore, a 

value of 51.98% MAPE value is a high error term that supports the fair fit of forecasted data 

to the actual demand data for Mumbai destination. For instance, demand values in all quarters 

of 2011 are predicted higher than the actual demand values in the seasonal regression method. 

The graph, which shows the actual demand data of leisure travelers and forecasted demand 

values according to seasonal regression method for Mumbai destination, is seen below. 

 

Figure 7.15: Total Demand versus Time Graph for Leisure Travelers in Mumbai Destination 

Demand of business travelers, which show unpredictable pattern between 2006 and 2011 

years, could not be predicted by any of the time series models that include seasonal 

regression, exponential smoothing, and Holt's and Winters models. So, time series models 

could not be used to forecast the unpredictable demand of business travelers who fly from 

Stockholm to Mumbai destination in the following years. To clarify, even the best method, 

namely exponential smoothing, show about 64% MAPE value that clarifies how bad time 

series models are in predicting the number of business travelers for that destination. 
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7.6 Bangkok Destination  

Bangkok is the sixth destination in the analysis part. Analysis details, which consists demand 

explanation and demand prediction parts, are seen below. 

7.6.1 Demand Explanation  

Any factor among population, GDPpc, and trade could not explain the total demand of leisure 

travelers and they are seen as non-significant on the demand data of leisure travelers in 

Bangkok destination according to the stepwise regression analysis. To clarify, the factors 

could not support the cause of decreasing trend with very small incline in the total demand of 

leisure travelers in that destination. Moreover, the demand of leisure travelers changes within 

very narrow range so it could be interpreted as to be nearly constant. 

Nearly half of the demand of business travelers in Bangkok destination can be explained by 

the sum of populations of two cities, namely Bangkok and Stockholm according to stepwise 

regression analysis. While GDPpc is not seen to be significant on business travelers’ demand, 

trade is not taken into account due to high multicollinearity of trade with population. To 

clarify, the part of deseasonalized actual data, which is explained by trade, can also be 

explained by population. Moreover, about 46% of deseasonalized demand data, in which 

trend is experienced, is demonstrated by quarterly population values according to analysis. 

The graph, which shows the deseasonalized demand data of business travelers and forecasted 

demand values for Bangkok destination, is seen below.   

 

Figure 7.16: Deseasonalized Total Demand Graph for Business Travelers in Bangkok Destination 

7.6.2 Demand Prediction  

The demand of leisure travelers in Bangkok destination, which show high seasonality between 
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travelers, who will fly from Stockholm to Bangkok, in the following years. To clarify, a 6.08 

% MAPE value justifies perfect fit of the seasonal regression time series model to the actual 

demand data of leisure travelers. Moreover, TSt values, which are between -6 and +6 range, 

show that the data is neither underestimated nor overestimated by the seasonal regression time 

series model. On the other hand, some rare peak values, which are experienced in the data like 

high demand in the fourth quarter of 2007 and the first quarter of 2008, can be forecasted with 

fair accuracy. The graph, which shows the actual demand data of leisure travelers and 

forecasted demand values according to seasonal regression method for Bangkok destination, 

is seen below. 

 

Figure 7.17: Total Demand versus Time Graph for Leisure Travelers in Bangkok Destination 

The demand of business travelers, which shows unpredictable distribution between 2006 and 

2011 years, is seen to forecast with good accuracy depending on the MAPE value of about 

17.3% in the stepwise regression analysis. The reason of that situation is that the actual 

demand does not include peak values and demand changes in considerably narrow range 

rather than good fit of time series models to the unpredictable actual data of business travelers 

for that destination. So, time series models could not be used to forecast the unpredictable 

demand of business travelers who fly from Stockholm to Mumbai destination in the following 

years. For instance, the demand in the first, second and third quarters of 2011, which shows 

very different pattern compared to previous years, are under predicted by the seasonal 

regression model. Furthermore, TSt values, which are between -6 and +6 range, show that the 

data is neither underestimated nor overestimated by the seasonal regression time series model. 

The graph, which shows the actual demand data of business travelers and forecasted demand 

values according to seasonal regression method for Bangkok destination, is seen below. 
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Figure 7.18: Total Demand versus Time Graph for Business Travelers in Bangkok Destination 

7.7 Dubai Destination  

Dubai is the final destination in the analysis part. Analysis details, which consists demand 

explanation and demand prediction parts, are seen below. 

7.7.1 Demand Explanation  

Nearly all of the demand of leisure travelers in Dubai destination, which show a certain trend 

with high incline, can be explained by the sum of populations of two cities, namely Dubai and 

Stockholm according to the stepwise regression analysis. GDPpc and trade are not seen to be 

significant on the number of leisure travelers who fly from Stockholm to Dubai. To clarify, 

about 98% of deseasonalized demand data, in which trend is experienced, is demonstrated by 

quarterly population values according to analysis. The graph, which shows the deseasonalized 

demand data of leisure travelers and forecasted demand values for Dubai destination, is seen 

below.  
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Figure 7.19: Deseasonalized Total Demand Graph for Leisure Travelers in Dubai Destination 

Two third of data in business travelers for Dubai destination could be explained by the 

quarterly total amount of trade between Sweden and United Emirates and the sum of 

populations of two cities, namely Dubai and Stockholm between 2006 and 2011 years 

according to the stepwise regression analysis. To clarify, population and trade can jointly 

explain the 66% of deseasonalized data of business travelers who fly from Stockholm to 

Dubai destination. On the other hand, GDPpc is not seen to be significant on the number of 

business travelers for that destination. The graph, which shows the deseasonalized demand 

data of business travelers and forecasted demand values for Dubai destination, is seen below.  

 

Figure 7.20: Deseasonalized Total Demand Graph for Leisure Travelers in Dubai Destination 
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7.7.2 Demand Prediction  

The demand of leisure travelers in Dubai destination, which show high seasonality between 

2006 and 2011 years, could be forecasted with high accuracy with winter’s time series 

method. So, only past data could definitely be used to forecast the number of leisure 

travelers, who fly from Stockholm to Dubai destination, in the following years. To clarify, an 

about 17 % of MAPE value was seen in that time series model that justify very good fit of 

time series model to the actual data of leisure travelers. Moreover, TSt values, which are 

between -6 and +6 range, show that the data is neither underestimated nor overestimated by 

the Winters time series model. On the other hand, some rare peak values are seen in the data 

that cannot be predicted with good accuracy by using winter’s time series model. High 

demand values that were experienced in the fourth quarters of 2007 and 2010 years are some 

examples of these peak values. The graph, which shows the actual demand data of leisure 

travelers and forecasted demand values according to winter’s method for Dubai destination, is 

seen below. 

 

Figure 7.21: Total Demand versus Time Graph for Leisure Travelers in Dubai Destination 

Demand of business travelers in Dubai destination show unpredictable data between 2006 and 

2011 years. So the unpredictable pattern, which is seen in the business travelers’ demand, 

could be forecasted fairly by seasonality included and not-included time series models. 

Seasonal regression method is the best method with about 30% MAPE value among time 

series models that were acquired to predict the demand of business travelers in Dubai 

destination. Moreover, three TSt values, which were experienced below -6, show that the data 

is underestimated by the seasonal regression time series model. On the other hand, any time 

series model could not be adopted to forecast the number of business travelers who will fly 

from Stockholm to Dubai in the following years due to the insufficient accuracy that were 

seen in the time series models. For instance, extremely high demand, which was experienced 

in the 1st and 2nd quarter of 2011, could be predicted poorly by seasonal regression method. 
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The graph, which shows the actual demand data of business travelers and forecasted demand 

values according to seasonal regression in Dubai destination, is seen below.  

 

Figure 7.22: Total Demand versus Time Graph for Business Travelers in Dubai Destination 
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8. RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION                                                          

This section comprises the results about each destination. Destination specific results were 

given in four headings that are Overview of Airline Market, Competition Level of Airline 

Market, Factors Regarding the Destination, and Forecasting.  

 

 

The findings and all information regarding markets of seven destinations are summarized in 

Figure 8.1, Figure 8.2, Figure 8.3, and Figure 8.4. 

In Figure 8.1, common demand patterns and supply factors throughout all destinations are 

given below. 

Type of passengers Leisure Travelers Business Travelers 

Total Demand 
Pattern 

High Seasonality experienced in 
all destinations except Mumbai 
destination 

Unpredictable Pattern experienced in all 
destinations except Istanbul destination 

Supply-Side factors 
Price                                               
Total Amount of Luggage 

Total Flight Time Duration 

Forecasting Total 
Demand 

Can be forecasted with good 
accuracy except Mumbai 
destination 

Can only be forecasted with good 
accuracy in Istanbul destination 

Figure 8.1: Common Demand Patterns and Supply Factors of the Destinations 

 

In figure 8.2 on the next page, overview of airline market and competition levels are given 

distinctively for each destination.  
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Destinations                       Market Characteristics Competition     Level 

Athens 
          Mostly Business Travelers                      

New Market for Company 

Swiss Airlines' dominance                     
Hard to penetrate due to 

position of the hub 

Thessaloniki 
Mostly Leisure Travelers                             

Transmission point for Albania and Bulgaria                                                            
New Market for Company 

Swiss Airlines' dominance                       
Hard to penetrate due to 

position of the hub 

New Delhi 

Three type of passengers; Leisure, Business 
and Family Visit                                                               

Mostly Business Travelers                           
Increasing interest 

     Finnair's dominance            
High level of competition 

among many airline companies  

Mumbai 
           Mostly Leisure Travelers                        

Some passengers transmit from New Delhi                                                      
Increasing interest   

Turkish Airlines' dominance                         
Equal market shares of other 

airline companies Comparably 
low level of competition 

Bangkok 
      Mostly Leisure Travelers                        

Highest Airline Traffic                                                 
Transition Point to Burma                                                                    

Thai Airways Dominance High 
Level of Competition 

Istanbul 
All Types of Travelers; Leisure Travelers - 

Business Travelers - Groups    

Turkish Airlines is Leader    
There is no competition with 
another airline companies; 
competition is with other 
Turkish Airlines branches 

Dubai 
Luxury Destination                                           

Many Leisure Travelers                                   
Many Business Travelers  

High Level of Competition 
Turkish Airlines and Emirates 
Airlines are the main actors  

Figure 8.2: Airline Market and Competition Levels of Destinations  
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In figure 8.3, the results, which include total demand pattern, demand factors, suitability of 

time-series methods and supply factors on leisure travelers, are given for each destination. 

 

 

Figure 8.3: Summary of Results of Every Destination’s Leisure Travelers  
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In Figure 8.4, the results, which include total demand pattern, demand factors, suitability of 

time-series method and supply factors on business travelers, are given for each destination. 

 

Figure 8.4: Summary of Results of Each Destination’s Business Travelers 
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8.1 Athens Destination  

The research results about Athens destination is given in this part.  

8.1.1 Overview of the Airline Market  

Many people fly from Stockholm to Athens destination with business aim. While the amount 

of business travelers, who fly on Stockholm-Athens route, doubled from about 1000 to 2000 

between 2006-2011 years, the number of leisure travelers is found to be constant around 

average 6000 according to data collection of this research study. 

8.1.2 Competition Level of Airline Market  

Swiss Airlines has the dominant role on flights from Stockholm to Greek destinations. It is 

stated that it is quite tough for Turkish Airlines to compete in that market due to high total 

flight time duration that requires transmission from Istanbul, which is the hub of Turkish 

Airlines. Another worry is defined as the possible existence of cost-of-origin effects on the 

company by Greek passengers. On the other hand, the company has the change of raising its 

attractiveness for leisure travelers in Greek destinations, which passengers with leisure aim 

are very sensitive to prices compared to time duration. 

8.1.3 Factors Regarding Destination  

8.1.3.1 Demand Factors  

Among demand factors, quarterly total amount of trade between Sweden and Greece is seen 

to be significant on the total number of leisure travelers who fly from Stockholm to Athens 

depending on the multiple regression statistical analysis. In other words, increased trade is a 

sign of an increase on the total demand of leisure travelers for that destination. Moreover, 

both demand of leisure travelers and trade between Sweden and Greece decreases slightly 

between 2006 and 2011 years. To clarify, 40% of demand could be explained by trade 

depending on the data analysis. On the other hand, gross domestic product per capita (GDPpc) 

in Sweden and sum of the populations of Sweden and Greece are found to be insignificant on 

the number of total demand of leisure travelers.  

Both sum of the populations of Stockholm and Athens and GDPpc in Sweden is seen to be 

significant on the total demand of business travelers who fly from Stockholm to Athens 

destination. Moreover, about half of the demand change in total number of business travelers 

was resulted from the change in both population and GDPpc according to multiple regression 

statistical analysis. To clarify, 55% of demand could be explained by trade depending on the 

data analysis. On the other hand, trade was found to be insignificant with demand depending 

on data analysis.    
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8.1.3.2 Supply Factors  

Price and total amount of luggage that a passenger can carry during the flight are seen to be 

important supply factors, which are effective on the airline preferences of leisure travelers for 

Athens destination from Stockholm. 

Total time duration of the flight is seen as the most significant factor that is effective on the 

number of business travelers for that destination from Stockholm. 

Cost-of-origin effect is also defined as the specifically important factor which changes the 

perceptions of both leisure and business travelers in Greek destinations.  

8.1.4 Forecasting  

Seasonal regression time series method is found to be the most suitable method for 

forecasting the total demand of leisure travelers who fly from Stockholm to Athens 

destination depending on the data analysis. Moreover, the past data could definitely be used 

by the company to forecast the total demand between Stockholm and Athens in the following 

years. 

Unpredictable demand pattern of business travelers in Athens destination could be forecasted 

fairly by all seasonality-included and not-included time series models depending on the data 

analysis. So the past data could not be adopted by the company to predict the total demand for 

business travelers who will fly from Stockholm to Athens destination in the following years 

due to the insufficient accuracy of the time series methods. 

8.2 Thessalonica Destination  

8.2.1 Overview of the Airline Market  

While people travel from Stockholm to Athens destination with business aim, passengers fly 

from Stockholm to Thessalonica destination with leisure aim. Moreover, Thessalonica is also 

used as a transmission point by Swedish passengers who travel to Albania or Bulgaria.   

8.2.2 Competition Level of Airline Market  

Some worries like long total flight time duration and cost-of-origin effects is experienced by 

Turkish Airlines for Thessalonica destination as it happened for Athens destination. So the 

Greek market is seen competitive and harsh by the company as mentioned in Athens 

destination. On the contrary, it is stated by Eva Runnäs Malmstedt that there is a high market 

opportunity to attract leisure travelers for Turkish Airlines in Greek market where passengers 

prioritize the price so much as mentioned before.   
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8.2.3 Factors Regarding Destination  

8.2.3.1 Demand Factors  

All demand factors, which include sum of populations of Stockholm and Thessalonica, total 

amount of trade made quarterly between Sweden and Greece and GDPpc in Sweden, are 

found to be insignificant on the total demand of leisure travelers who fly from Stockholm to 

Thessalonica destination. Total demand is seen to be nearly constant around 3500 and does 

not change with any demand-side factor according to the multiple regression statistical 

analysis. 

Any factor among demand factors is not found to correlate with the total number of business 

travelers who fly from Stockholm to Thessalonica according to multiple regression statistical 

analysis. Moreover, total demand of business travelers fluctuates unpredictably and does not 

change with any demand factor according to data analysis. 

8.2.3.2 Supply Factors  

Price and total amount of luggage that a passenger can carry with him/her are listed as the 

most significant factors on the preferences of leisure travelers for Thessalonica destination. 

Total time duration and average delay time of aircrafts in the Istanbul hub of the company are 

claimed to be effective on the choices of business travelers as it was claimed for other 

destinations. 

Cost-of-origin effect is also defined as the specifically important factor which changes the 

perceptions of both leisure and business travelers in Greek destinations, namely Athens and 

Thessalonica.  

8.2.4 Forecasting  

Seasonal regression time series method is seen to be the most suitable method on forecasting 

the total demand of leisure travelers who fly from Stockholm to Thessalonica destination. So, 

the past data could definitely be used to forecast the total number of leisure travelers in the 

following years. On the other hand, some peak values like demand data, which were seen in 

the 2nd and 3rd quarters of 2011 year, cannot be predicted with good accuracy. 

Total demand of business travelers for Thessalonica destination cannot be forecasted with 

good accuracy by any of time series and regression methods, which include seasonal 

regression, exponential smoothing, Holt's, and Winters models according to data analysis. The 

reason of the poor fit of the model to the actual data is the unpredictable pattern that is seen on 

the actual demand data of business travelers between 2006 and 2011 years for that destination. 

Therefore, the past data could not be used by the company to predict the total demand for 

business travelers who will fly from Stockholm to Thessalonica destination in the following 

years due to the insufficient accuracy of the time series methods and seasonal regression 

method.     
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8.3 New Delhi Destination  

8.3.1 Overview of the Airline Market  

Indian destinations, which are namely New Delhi and Mumbai, are the most popular 

destinations and attract more and more leisure and business travelers day by day. The 

passenger profile consists of all types of passengers, which include travelers with leisure, 

business, and family visit aim. Many big Swedish companies have facilities in India that leads 

to high number of Swedish and Indian workers who temporarily works in Sweden and India. 

For example, Ericsson performs its operations for more than 100 years in India. When it is 

looked at in detail, business travelers mostly fly to New Delhi and leisure travelers fly to 

Mumbai. So New Delhi is named as the business destination of India. 

8.3.2 Competition Level of Airline Market  

Due to Indian destinations’ becoming attractive locations that are visited by many people 

from all over the world, many airline companies try to enter the Indian market. Therefore, 

there is a very intense competition between airline companies in this market. The competition 

was based on ‘Price Wars’ as the respondent from Indian Resor has defined it by his own 

words. Finnair has the highest market share in New Delhi destination due to the perfect 

combination of two very important factors; namely price and total flight time duration. 

Finnair can both take the flight prices low by using promotions, promoting bookings in 

advance, and providing considerably short transmission time in Helsinki hub of company. 

Another advantage is the good timing of flight on which passengers can be at very early in the 

morning in New Delhi.      

8.3.3 Factors Regarding Destination  

8.3.3.1 Demand Factors  

Quarterly sum of the populations of Stockholm and New Delhi is found to be the only 

significant factor on total demand of leisure travelers who fly from Stockholm to New Delhi 

destination according to multiple regression statistical analysis. More than three fourth of 

leisure travelers’ demand can be explained by total population of two cities among demand 

factors. In other words, three fourth of total demand can be reasoned by amount of population. 

To clarify, the demand has increased proportionally with population between 2006 and 2011 

years in the analysis part. 

Quarterly sum of the populations of Stockholm and New Delhi and gross domestic product 

per capita (GDPpc) in Sweden is seen to be significant on the total demand of business 

travelers who fly from Stockholm to New Delhi destination according to multiple regression 

statistical analysis. Half of the business travelers’ total demand can be explained by total 

population of two cities and GDPpc in Sweden among demand factors. Moreover, total 
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demand of business travelers for this destination increases proportionally with population and 

GDPpc values between 2006 and 2011 years. 

National holidays of Sweden are another important demand factor that explains the total 

number of travelers who fly from Stockholm to New Delhi destination. For example, demand 

increases dramatically in the New Year and Summer Holidays compared to other time periods 

of the year. 

A large population of Turkish people in Sweden and general tendency of Turkish people to 

choose Turkish Airlines especially in the high season time periods makes a bottleneck for the 

total number of people who are transmitted from Istanbul to another cities like New Delhi 

throughout the world.  

8.3.3.2 Supply Factors  

Price and total amount of luggage are the most important factors for leisure travelers who fly 

from Stockholm to New Delhi. Besides these factors, time is prioritized by also leisure 

travelers although it is not the first priority as it is for the business travelers. 

Total flight time between Stockholm and New Delhi is the highest priority, which plays 

significant role in the preferences of business travelers for New Delhi. The punctuality of the 

airline company or which time the aircraft is landing off and landing on comes in the second 

place in the priority list for business travelers in that destination. Frequent flyer program is 

another factor that is claimed to be important on business travelers in terms of creating loyalty 

passengers to the airline company. 

The brand awareness and corporate image of the airline company is also stated to be 

important when it comes to the airline choices of both leisure and business travelers for Indian 

destinations. For instance, the membership of Turkish Airlines to the Star Alliance makes the 

company familiar in the eye of the passengers. 

8.3.4 Forecasting  

Winters time series method is seen to be the most suitable method on forecasting the total 

demand of leisure travelers who fly from Stockholm to New Delhi destination. The reason of 

the good fit of time series method to the actual demand data of leisure travelers is the high 

seasonality experienced between 2006 and 2011 years in the New Delhi destination. So, the 

past data could definitely be used to forecast the total number of leisure travelers in the 

following years. On the other hand, some peak values such as demand data, which were seen 

in the 3rd quarter of 2007 and 4th quarter of 2009 year, can be predicted with fair accuracy. 

The total demand of business travelers for New Delhi destination cannot be forecasted with 

good accuracy by any of the seasonality included and not-included time series models. The 

reason of that comparably bad fit of time series models to the total number of business 

travelers is the unpredictable pattern, which is seen in the data between 2006 and 2011 years. 

Therefore, the past demand data of business travelers could not be used to forecast the total 

number of business travelers for New Delhi destination in the coming years. 
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8.4 Mumbai Destination 

8.4.1 Overview of the Airline Market 

Besides being as one of the most attractive destinations of India with New Delhi, Mumbai 

differs as being a destination for leisure travelers rather than business travelers when it is 

looked from Swedish market. Moreover, it is seen that the number of total demand increases 

considerably between 2006 and 2011 years that proves the statement of Indian Resor about 

the increased popularity of Indian destinations. Some of passengers who fly from Stockholm 

to Mumbai destination prefers to fly to New Delhi first rather than direct flight to Mumbai 

destination. 

8.4.2 Competition Level of Airline Market  

As different from New Delhi destination, where Finnair has the dominant role, Turkish 

Airlines presents the best product in Mumbai destination. On the other hand, Finnair does not 

fly to this destination. There is an equal distribution of market shares of different airline 

companies rather than a high level of competition among airlines in that destination. 

8.4.3 Factors Regarding Destination 

8.4.3.1 Demand Factors  

Quarterly sum of the populations of Stockholm and Mumbai is found to be the only 

significant factor on the total demand of leisure travelers who fly from Stockholm to Mumbai 

destination according to the multiple regression statistical analysis. Moreover, nearly all of the 

total demand of leisure travelers that shows a certain trend with high incline, for that 

destination can be explained by the population. To clarify, 83% of data can be reasoned by the 

total amount of population. According to analysis, demand values increases proportionally 

with population values. 

As it was seen in the analysis of the total number of leisure travelers, quarterly sum of the 

populations of Stockholm and Mumbai is seen as to be the only significant factor on the total 

number of business travelers who fly from Stockholm to Mumbai destination. Even the total 

demand of business travelers can be explained with a higher percentage (85% to be certain) 

compared to leisure travelers. To clarify, the demand of business travelers, which was 

doubled between 2006 and 2011 years, increases proportionally with total population 

according to multiple regression analysis. 

Beside the statistical analysis, the national holidays of Sweden and the high population of 

Turkish people in Sweden were stated as other important demand factor, which determine the 

total number of both business and leisure travelers between Stockholm and Mumbai as it was 

experienced in New Delhi destination. 
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8.4.3.2 Supply Factors  

Price and total amount of luggage is claimed to be significant factors on the total demand of 

leisure travelers as they were proposed as important factors on the passengers who fly from 

Stockholm to other destinations. Time, landing on and landing off times are another supply 

factors, which were also important for New Delhi destination. 

As it has stated for the business travelers who fly from Stockholm to New Delhi destination, 

total flight time duration, the connection time on the hubs, the landing times and frequent 

flyer program are stated as the supply factors which are also prioritized by business travelers 

who travel between Stockholm and Mumbai destinations. 

8.4.4 Forecasting 

Both total demands of leisure and business travelers, who fly from Stockholm to Mumbai 

destination, can be forecasted with fair accuracy due to the unpredictable pattern of demand of 

leisure and business travelers between 2006 and 2011 years. For instance, the demand of 

leisure travelers is forecasted higher than the actual demand in 2011 year. That unpredictable 

distribution of leisure travelers is unlikely compared to highly seasonalized pattern of leisure 

travelers that was seen in other destinations. On the other hand, the unpredictable pattern is 

quite common in business travelers for all destinations. So the past data cannot be used to 

predict both total numbers of business and leisure travelers who will fly from Stockholm to 

Mumbai destination in the following years. 

8.5 Bangkok Destination 

8.5.1 Overview of the Airline Market 

Bangkok is the destination which great number of air travelers visit from Stockholm every 

year. Stockholm – Bangkok route is the most crowded destination with about quarterly 30000 

passengers among seven destination that are examined in this paper. There are two types of 

travelers in the route. First types of travelers consist of Thai people who live in Stockholm 

and go to Thailand to see their families in certain time periods during year. Swedish people, 

who travel to Bangkok and other cities of Thailand in especially the 1st and 4th quarters of 

year, make the high proportion of passengers who fly from Stockholm to Bangkok 

destination. Therefore, people fly from Stockholm to Bangkok mostly with leisure aim. 

Bangkok is also a good connection point to places like Burma in Thailand that increases the 

airline traffic on that route. 

8.5.2 Competition Level of Airline Market  

Very high and regular demand of air travelers on Stockholm Bangkok route results in high 

level of competition in that market. Thai Airways has the highest market share due to being 

the only airline company, which has direct flights from Stockholm to Bangkok destination. 
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Beside Thai Airways, Air China, Scandinavian Airlines, Finnair, and Turkish Airlines have 

the dominant roles in the market. In addition, the competition in Thai market started to be 

based on the flight network of airline companies within Thailand. Due to that reason, airline 

companies focused on agreements, which are made with local airlines to provide a complete 

package or tour options like cultural tours.    

8.5.3. Factors Regarding Destination 

8.5.3.1 Demand Factors  

Any demand factor among GDPpc in Sweden, sum of the populations of Stockholm and 

Bangkok and total amount of trade between Sweden and Thailand is not found to be 

significant on the total number of leisure travelers who fly from Stockholm to Bangkok 

destination according to the multiple regression analysis. To clarify, demand factors cannot 

support the decrease in the total demand of leisure travelers with very small incline. 

Moreover, demand of leisure travelers is nearly constant between 2006 and 2011 years due to 

very small incline and so does not change with any demand factor that are increasing as the 

contrary to the total demand of leisure travelers on this route.       

The sum of the populations of Stockholm and Bangkok among demand factors are found to be 

significant on the total demand of business travelers who fly from Stockholm to Bangkok 

destination according to multiple regression analysis. Half of the demand of business 

travelers, which shows a considerable trend between 2006 and 2011 years, can be reasoned by 

the total population of two cities. To clarify, 46% of data can be explained by the population 

values according to the analysis part.  

8.5.3.2 Supply Factors  

Price and the amount of luggage are the most important factors for leisure travelers of 

Bangkok. These factors affect the preference of passengers when it comes to airline choice. 

Total flight time of an airline company from Stockholm to Bangkok is claimed to be effective 

on business travelers’ preferences in this destination. Time is determiner factor for business 

travelers of this destination. 

Language is an important factor for Thai people; most of the Thai people, who live in 

Sweden, prefer Thai Airlines because they can speak the same language with cabin crew. 

They feel much more comfortable in a native language environment for themselves.   

The type of flight, whether it is direct or indirect from Stockholm to Bangkok, also effects the 

choices of both leisure and business travelers in that destination. Moreover, the qualifications 

of hub airports are also important on passengers in this destination. Another important point, 

which determines passengers’ decisions, is the family packages that are provided to travelers 

in the aircraft like childbeds. Because people are mostly traveling on Stockholm Bangkok 

route with their families. 
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8.5.4 Forecasting 

The seasonal regression time series model is seen to be the most suitable method among time 

series methods to forecast the total demand of leisure travelers who fly from Stockholm to 

Bangkok destination. Moreover, the actual demand data, which shows great seasonality and 

nearly constant between 2006 and 2011 years, is fitted by the time series model with perfect 

accuracy. Therefore, the past demand data can definitely be used to predict the total number 

of leisure passengers on Stockholm Bangkok route in the following years. There are just few 

demand values, which can be predicted with fair accuracy. For instance, high demand in the 

fourth quarter of 2007 and the first quarter of 2008 cannot be forecasted accurately. 

The total demand of business travelers who fly from Stockholm to Bangkok cannot be 

forecasted with any time series models with good accuracy due to unpredictable distribution 

of demand values between 2006 and 2011. For instance, the demand data in 1st, 2nd and 3rd 

quarters of 2011, that show very different pattern compared to previous years, are under 

predicted by seasonal regression model. Low error value results from the low variance and 

few number of peak values in the actual demand data. So the past demand data cannot be 

adopted for making the forecast of business travelers in Bangkok destination in the following 

years.  

8.6 Istanbul Destination 

8.6.1 Overview of the Airline Market 

There are many business travelers, leisure travelers and groups in that market, which is 

formed by 2% - 3% proportion of business travelers. Istanbul is the main hub of Turkish 

Airlines, which connects all its flights from Stockholm to different destinations through that 

hub point. The company has high load factors from Stockholm to Istanbul on which the 

company has three flights daily. It is the most important destination of the company and any 

problem regarding the load factors are not encountered on that route due to all passengers 

using that route for going to beyond destinations.  

8.6.2 Competition Level of Airline Market  

There is not a high-level competition of Turkish Airlines with other airline companies on 

Stockholm-Istanbul route. Besides that, there is an internal competition within the different 

branches of the company. Because all branches request more and bigger aircrafts from 

Turkish Airlines headquarter in order to reduce their costs. The internal competition is based 

on the factors like capacity issues, flight frequency, amount, and types of airplanes. 
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8.6.3 Factors Regarding Destination 

8.6.3.1 Demand Factors 

Among demand factors, quarterly total amount of trade between Sweden and Turkey is seen 

to be significant on the total number of leisure travelers who fly from Stockholm to Istanbul 

depending on the multiple regression analysis. In other words, increased trade is a sign of an 

increase on the total demand of leisure travelers for that destination. To clarify, 35% of 

demand could be explained by trade depending on the data analysis. On the other hand, gross 

domestic product per capita (GDPpc) in Sweden and sum of the populations of Sweden and 

Turkey are found to be insignificant on the number of total demand of leisure travelers.      

Any demand factor among population, GDPpc, and total amount of trade is found to be 

insignificant on the total number of business travelers who fly from Stockholm to Istanbul 

depending on the multiple regression analysis. Moreover, the decrease in total demand of 

business travelers between 2006 and 2011 years could not be reasoned with any demand 

factors in the data analysis. 

8.6.3.2 Supply Factors 

Depending on interviews that were made with two agencies and two respondents from the 

company, price and total amount of luggage are seen as most important factors on Turkish 

Airlines’ demand of leisure travelers who fly from Stockholm to Istanbul destination. 

Frequent Flyer program is seen to be important on the demand of business travelers to create 

especially loyalty on these passengers. Time is not seen as important by business travelers for 

this destination due to the short flight time and existence of direct flight between Stockholm 

and Istanbul. 

Flight frequency is seen as one of the most important reasons on the increase of the Turkish 

Airlines’ demand for both leisure and business travelers for Istanbul destination. 

8.6.4 Forecasting 

Seasonal regression time series method is found to be the most suitable method on forecasting 

the total demand of leisure travelers who fly from Stockholm to Istanbul destination 

depending on the data analysis. Moreover, the past data could definitely be used by the 

company to forecast the total demand between Stockholm and Istanbul in the following years.   

Although there are different demand patterns, which are seen on the total number of business 

travelers, the seasonal regression time series method is suitable to forecast the total demand of 

business travelers who fly from Stockholm to Istanbul destination according to the data 

analysis. The reason of that situation is the low availability of peak values experienced in the 

actual data. So the past demand data could definitely be used to forecast the number of 

business travelers in that destination in the following years. 
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8.7 Dubai Destination  

8.7.1 Overview of the Airline Market 

Dubai is a destination of United Emirates, which attracts more and more leisure travelers 

throughout the years. It is luxury destination point with very exclusive hotels and shopping 

availabilities. There is a high demand of both leisure and business travelers who fly from 

Stockholm to Dubai. Leisure travelers consist of three types of people; namely ethnic 

travelers, holiday package (tour operators) and groups. Ethnic travelers use Dubai as a 

transition hub rather than final destination. In addition, ethnic travelers consist of both Iraqi 

people who use Dubai as the transmission point to travel to some cities of Iraq like Necef and 

Suleymaniye from Stockholm and directly fly to Dubai as the final destination. Iraqi people, 

who fly directly to Dubai as the final point, have many relatives who live there. On the other 

hand, holiday packages and groups are formed by Swedish people who travel to Dubai 

especially during winter season. Beside leisure travelers, there is considerable number of 

business groups who fly on Stockholm Dubai route. 

8.7.2 Competition Level of Airline Market  

There is a considerably high competition between airline companies in this destination. 

Emirates Airlines is the main competitor of Turkish Airlines and two airlines companies have 

the dominant market shares in this market. The other actors who operate in Stockholm – 

Dubai are KLM, Air France, Lufthansa, and Austrian Airlines. During the summer season, 

especially charter flights become active in the competition but they cannot be screened in the 

system. Due to that reason, the role of charters in the competition cannot be followed that 

makes the competition harder in the market.  

8.7.3 Factors Regarding Destination 

8.7.3.1 Demand Factors  

The quarterly sum of the populations of Stockholm and Dubai is seen to be only demand 

factor, which are effective on the total number of leisure travelers who fly from Stockholm to 

Dubai according to the multiple regression analysis. Moreover, nearly all of the total demand 

of leisure travelers, which shows a certain trend with high incline between 2006 and 2011 

years, can be explained by the total population values. To clarify, 98% of total demand of 

leisure travelers can be reasoned by quarterly total population of two cities. Therefore, the 

total demand increases proportionally with population between 2006 and 2011 years 

according to the analysis part. 

Both quarterly total amount of trade between Sweden and United Emirates and the sum of the 

populations of Stockholm and Dubai are found to be significant on the total demand of 

business travelers who fly from Stockholm to Dubai destination. Two third of total demand 
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can be explained jointly by total amount of trade and population values according to multiple 

regression statistical analysis. To clarify, 66% of total number of business travelers can be 

reasoned jointly by total amount of trade and population. 

8.7.3.2 Supply Factors  

Price and total amount of luggage are important supply factors for leisure travelers who fly 

from Stockholm to Dubai. Amount of luggage is a much more crucial factor on the airline 

preferences of passengers especially on this route as compared to other destinations. Turkish 

Airlines provides 40 kilograms of total amount of luggage to its passengers, which brings 

advantage to the company in this market. 

Total flight time is not among the most important factors, which affects business travelers’ 

preferences regarding airline companies. Because Stockholm-Dubai route is not seen as long-

haul flight as Turkish Airlines’ Marketing Manager Gisle Dueland stated. On the other hand, 

service quality is prioritized and seen essential by business travelers on this route. 

Communication and language skills, that are used by ground crew to provide help and 

assistance to travelers in the hub of airline company, are also among supply factors, which 

effects the demand of both leisure and business travelers on Stockholm-Dubai route.   

The high demand, which results from the interest of Turkish people to Turkish Airlines during 

high season and relatively high population of Turkish people in Sweden, causes a bottleneck 

for Stockholm-Dubai route. Therefore, that is among the supply factors, which depends on the 

company strategy and effects demand of the airline company on this route.  

8.7.4 Forecasting 

The Winters time series model is found to be the most suitable method to forecast the total 

number of leisure travelers who fly from Stockholm to Dubai destination according to the 

analysis part. Moreover, the actual demand data of leisure travelers, which shows high 

seasonality and trend between 2006 and 2011 years, can be predicted with very good 

accuracy. On the other hand, there are a few number of peak values that can be forecasted 

with fair accuracy. Therefore, the past demand data can definitely be used to predict the total 

number of leisure travelers on Stockholm-Dubai route in the following years. 

Any of seasonality included and non-included time series models are not a suitable method to 

forecast the total number of business travelers on Stockholm-Dubai route according to the 

analysis part. The reason of that situation is the unpredictable distribution, which is seen in the 

actual demand data of business travelers between 2006 and 2011 years. So the past demand 

data cannot be adopted to predict the business travelers’ total demand between Stockholm and 

Dubai in the coming years. 
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9. CONCLUSION 

This section comprises the key facts about destinations, implications of the study, limitations 

of the study, future research, and recommendations of the study.   

 

 

9.1 Key Facts About Destinations  

Demand pattern, which are observed in the quarterly total demand of leisure travelers between 

2006 and 2011 years, show high seasonality in all destinations except Mumbai. Moreover, 

forecasting the total demand in any destination with good accuracy is dependent on how much 

seasonality is seen in the total demand data of that destination. As a result of the demand 

forecasting part, it was seen that the total demand of leisure travelers in all destinations except 

Mumbai could be forecasted with good accuracy by seasonality included time series models. 

On the other hand, demand pattern, which is seen in the quarterly total demand of business 

travelers between 2006 and 2011, show an unpredictable pattern in all destinations except 

Istanbul. The total demand of business travelers in all destinations except Istanbul could not 

be forecasted with good accuracy by any of time series models. Only in the case of Istanbul, 

the past demand data of business travelers can be used to forecast business travelers’ total 

demand with good accuracy. 

As a result of interviews, which were made with company representatives and agencies, 

common supply factors throughout all destinations were found to be effective on the airline 

preferences of both leisure and business travelers. While price and total amount of luggage 

were found to be effective on preferences of leisure travelers, the total flight time duration 

was found to be the only common factor for business travelers. 

In the Greek destinations (Athens and Thessalonica), the Cost-of-Origin effect was found to 

be effective on the purchasing decisions and preferences of ethnic passengers according to the 

interviews. To clarify, ‘Turkish’ word has a fair perception on the Greek passengers and that 

affects their purchasing behaviors when it comes to airline preferences. 

In Indian destinations; namely New Delhi and Mumbai, it was found out that the landing-on 

time (the time that the plane lands on to India) and flight frequencies from Stockholm are 

effective on the preferences of both business and leisure travelers. Indian destinations are 

popular with increasing interest to those destinations. 

Bangkok is the airline market in which highest traffic is seen from Stockholm with quarterly 

average 25000 leisure travelers. The language of the crew, the availability of special family 

packages and the type of flight (direct/indirect flight) are effective factors for this 

destinations’ passengers. 
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Istanbul is the leading destination in terms of highest load factors of Turkish Airlines 

compared to other destinations. In the flights to the hub of the airline, the company just 

competes with other branches rather than other airline companies for this destination. On the 

other hand, Dubai is the luxury destination to which travelers fly from Stockholm for reasons 

like shopping and experiencing luxury hotels. Service quality is seen as specifically important 

on the preferences of business travelers to this destination. 

9.2 Practical Implications of the Study 

The company may benefit from the outcomes of the project directly and it can adopt the 

segmentation based total demand analysis, which is used in this study, to different 

destinations throughout the world.  

The company can learn both the general demand patterns of leisure and business travelers in 

specified destinations and the factors behind the demand-patterns. Turkish Airlines can use 

the seasonality included time-series methods in order to forecast total demand of leisure 

travelers. Moreover, the company can analyze the change in total demand of leisure travelers 

by looking to the change in demand factors (Population, Trade, etc.) in the same time period. 

All these information can help the company to have strategic decisions as whether the 

company needs to increase its flight frequency from Stockholm, and invest more on aircrafts, 

marketing, and advertisement activities in Stockholm branch.  

The company can acquire general insight about market information regarding seven 

destinations under mainly three issues, namely; overview of airline market, competition level, 

and the factors that affect specific demand of Turkish Airlines. The company can study 

passenger profiles that travel to these seven destinations and have information about the 

number of competitors and the areas on which its competitors are strong. Turkish Airlines can 

learn which factors are important on airline preferences of passengers who fly to these seven 

destinations. Then, the company could use that information to increase its market share in 

these destinations by arranging activities in parallel with these important factors. Destination 

specific activities, which are advised to the company for each destination, can be listed below 

as: 

 

 Landing times can be changed for flights on Stockholm-India routes in such a way that 

makes the passenger to arrive New Delhi or Mumbai early in the morning. Landing 

time seems to be important with the passengers, who fly to Indian destinations, 

according to interviews taken with the agencies. 

 

 Marketing activities and advertisement campaigns can be arranged in Greek 

destinations in such a way that will reduce the fair perception (Cost-of-Origin Effect) 

of Greek passengers toward Turkish Airlines 

 The family packages can be extended especially for the passengers who fly from 

Stockholm to Bangkok destination 
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 The ground crew in the hub of Turkish Airlines (Istanbul Ataturk Airport) can be 

trained in terms of forming good communication skills with passengers, who come 

from different countries and nationalities 

 

 

  The flight frequency from Stockholm to Istanbul can be increased temporarily in the 

high season that forms a bottleneck for Indian passengers who fly to New Delhi and 

Mumbai 

 

 Frequent Flyer Program can be enhanced especially for business travelers, who were 

seen to be highly sensitive to the effective Frequent Flyer Programs   

The segmentation, which was based on the travelling aim of airline passengers, can also be 

adopted by the company in the demand analysis of different destinations throughout the 

world. Similar demand patterns, which are observed in the leisure and business travelers, are 

the proof of the suitability of this type of segmentation in the demand analysis in the airline 

industry. The theoretical demand model, created in this study, provides important implication 

to the company; the company can use this model as an important basis for its demand analysis 

applications.  

9.3 Limitations and Generalizability 

Demand Forecasting part of the study deals with the total demand of specified destinations. 

The analysis part consists of two main parts that are demand explanation and demand 

prediction. In the first part of the analysis, the change of the total demand in a certain time 

period is aimed to be explained mathematically with the alteration of chosen demand factors 

in the same time period. This part of the analysis is limited with the chosen factors among the 

demand factors. Even if many factors seem to be effective on total demand through the 

literature, three demand factors (Population, Trade, and Gross Domestic Product Per Capita) 

are put into the analysis due to the quantitative nature of the data. The alteration of total 

demand could not be totally explained, which is the main weakness of the study, in a limited 

time period. In order to have better results, which would mean explaining the alteration of 

total demand with a result close to 100%, it is necessary to use additional demand factors in 

the analysis. It is also necessary to mention that it is not possible to explain the alteration of 

demand with a mathematical accuracy of 100%. The second part of the analysis consist of the 

demand prediction; trying to determine the most appropriate demand forecasting method for 

each destination with respect to segmentation. The total demand of business and leisure aim 

travelers for each destination is forecasted with time series methods and regression methods 

that are aforementioned in the report. Due to the unpredictable demand pattern of business 

travelers, forecasting methods used in this study, were not sufficient to forecast the amount of 

passengers for future time periods. 

This study is made to analyze the total demand of specified seven destinations. The way of 

thinking, research procedure, and our demand model for airline industry is applicable to 
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similar projects for different destinations; from this point of view, the study can be 

generalized to other research projects. On the other hand, every single destination can have 

different kind of passenger characteristic; local conditions can change from place to place. At 

this point, a researcher that wants to make similar type of study has to take into consideration 

the local conditions of the destinations and destination specific factors.                           

9.4 Future Research and Recommendations  

The main aim of the project was to analyze the total demand of seven specific destinations. 

One of the important parts in the analysis of the total demand was to find the demand factors 

that can explain the change in the total demand of both leisure and business travelers. In this 

study, the chief important, tangible factors were chosen and examined with respect to the 

change of total demand of passengers, in order to see whether the factors are influential or not 

on the demand change. On the other hand, some factors could not be analyzed statistically due 

to time restrictions of the study and the difficulties that were experienced in quantifying these 

variables. The areas, which are proposed as future research issues regarding the total demand 

analysis, are listed below. 

 The effects of intangible demand factors like economical crisis and political factors on 

the total demand of travelers can be examined further. Because intangible factors are 

also deemed to be effective on change of total demand like the tangible factors, which 

are examined in this study. 

 Besides population, GDPpc, total amount of trade between Sweden and the destination 

country, more demand factors for each destination can be extracted from the literature 

and empirical observations. 

Insights regarding the destination markets, in which total demand was analyzed, and the 

supply factors, which affect the preferences of airline passengers and demand of Turkish 

Airlines between Stockholm and specified destinations, were also provided to the readers. 

Moreover, the supply factors (price, total flight time duration and delay time, etc.) that were 

extracted from literature, were examined by the interviews made in the study.  

On the other hand, there are some points in the analysis of Turkish Airlines’ demand that 

needs to be scrutinized more deeply. The issues that need to be searched more in the further 

study are listed below: 

 The effect of supply factors on the demand of Turkish Airlines can be analyzed 

statistically to examine how effective they are on the change of Turkish Airlines 

demand in specified destinations 

 More interviews and surveys can be made with more agencies and ethnic communities 

to have more insight about specific factors for each destination 

Each destination can be a separate subject for another research, which specifically focuses on 

that particular destination. By focusing only on one particular destination, demand peaks, 

which are experienced in certain time periods for a specific destination, could be explained in 

a more detailed context. 
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APPENDIX A.1 - INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

1) What is the profile of passengers who fly from Stockholm to that specific destination?  

Could you give an approximate percentage or rate regarding the aim of passengers who flies 

to that destination through the year?  

 What percentage of people is going to that destination with business aim? 

 What percentage of people is going to that destination with leisure aim? 

2)  Could you rank the factors that are listed below according to their importance given by the 

passengers who fly to that destination with specific aim (business or touristic aim)? 

 Price 

 Time Frequency  

 Flight Delay 

 Total Flight Time 

 Promotion 

 Service Quality 

 Brand Awareness (People choose specific airline because of just knowing or becoming 

familiar with the company) 

Is there any destination specific factor, which is important for the passengers, who fly from 

Stockholm to specific destination? 

3)  Is there any dramatic demand increase or decrease in the number of passengers during the 

specific period like Christmas or summer? If so, do people, who fly during that specific 

period, consist of mostly business travelers or people with touristic aim or family visit trip? 
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APPENDIX A.2 - INTERVIEW DETAILS 

Interview with Gisle Dueland  

Interview details made with Gisle Dueland is seen below.  

Indian Destinations – New Delhi and Mumbai 

India is increasing its awareness so much both for leisure and business travelers. Business 

between Sweden and India increased significantly; giant Swedish companies take place in 

Indian market. For example, Ericsson is active in India for more than 100 years. Guest 

workers are both coming to Sweden from India and going to India from Sweden in order to 

work temporarily which increases the amount of business travelers to a great extent. Delhi is 

the business; Mumbai is the leisure destination of India when it is looked at the Swedish 

airline market.     

Finnair is the main competitor in the market for Turkish Airlines. Finnair is a well scheduled, 

business airline company with good elapse time. Scandinavian Airlines (SAS) is not flying to 

India anymore; the company has pulled out its flights from the region 2 years ago.   

There is a high volume of leisure passengers to India from Stockholm. Price and amount of 

available luggage place are the most important factors for these passengers. Flight times are 

similar within airline companies; further east the destination is flight time becomes more 

important for the destination. Bad connection time to Delhi will kill market opportunities for 

an airline company. Frequent Flyer Program is important for business travelers for all 

destinations as well as for Indian destinations. 

Dubai Destination  

Dubai is a high luxury destination with five star hotels and high shopping availabilities. Some 

passengers still prefer flying with economy class to Dubai. There is a high demand for both 

business and leisure travelers in this destination. Leisure travelers can be separated as Ethnic 

Travelers, Holiday Package (Tour Operators) and Groups. For ethnic travelers, Dubai is not 

the final destination most of the time; passengers use it as a transition point through their final 

destination. Dubai is an important center also for business travelers; numerous business 

groups fly to Dubai.  

Competition in Dubai is quite strong; Emirates Airlines is the main competitor of Turkish 

Airlines for this destination. Especially during the summer season, charter Flights take place; 

they become active during summer and these flights cannot be seen from the system, which 

makes it hard to track the competition.  

Turkish Airlines knows Dubai passenger characteristic very well. Image transfer is very 

important within these passengers; passengers change their flight experiences with other ones, 

give recommendation and feedback, which is very affective on passengers’ airline preference. 
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Service quality is essential for business travelers in this destination. Flight time is not a crucial 

factor because Dubai – Stockholm is not considered as a long haul flight; it is a close 

destination.  

Bangkok Destination   

Thailand and Bangkok are extremely popular from Stockholm; Bangkok is an important 

leisure center. Many Thai people are living in Stockholm, which also makes Bangkok as an 

important destination. Leisure traveler volumes are extremely high; especially in the 1st and 

4th quarters of the season; there is too much demand to this destination. Bangkok is also a 

good connection point to the other destinations like Burma, which started to become as an 

alternative for leisure travelers in that region. In addition, Finnair has agreements with local 

airline companies; passengers first fly to Bangkok with Finnair, afterwards they fly to Sydney 

with local airlines.          

There is a very high level of competition for Bangkok destination. Thai Airways, Air China, 

Scandinavia Airlines (SAS), Finnair, and Turkish Airlines are the main actors for Stockholm- 

Bangkok route.         

 Thai people, who fly from Stockholm to Bangkok, are mostly loyal passengers of Thai 

Airways because they are not very good at English. They feel comfortable with their native 

language. Language problem is one of the reasons why Thai passengers do not prefer Turkish 

Airlines for this destination; both Istanbul Ataturk Airport staff and Thai people are not fluent 

at English, which causes to passengers feel uncomfortable. In addition, Thai Airways has a 

direct flight from Stockholm to Bangkok, which is very influential on their preference. 

Swedish leisure travelers may not prefer also Turkish Airlines because of the bad experiences 

that they had in Istanbul Ataturk Airport; delays and chaos in the Istanbul Ataturk Airport 

cause passengers not to prefer Turkish Airlines flights for this destination. Even if the 

passengers like in- flight service and quality, problems in Istanbul Ataturk Airport damages 

the brand image of Turkish Airlines. Bangkok passengers are traveling with their families 

mostly; airline companies, which take care about families and have a perfect family product 

(for example  if the crew is taking care about children or there is a special bed for children), 

are most likely to become successful in this destination. 

Istanbul Destination   

Istanbul is the main destination of Turkish Airlines, all the flights of Turkish Airlines from 

Stockholm has a transmission from Istanbul. From Turkish Airlines’ perspective, Istanbul is 

the most important destination. Company does not have any problem regarding load factors. 

There are three flights from Stockholm to Istanbul every day; there is no demand problem to 

any of these flights.  

  There is no high level of competition for Turkish Airlines for Istanbul destination with other 

airline companies. Instead of that, for Istanbul destination, there is an internal competition 

within the company; competition between the Turkish Airlines branches all over the world. 
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Competition is based on the capacity issues, flight frequency, amount of airplanes, type of 

airplanes etc.  

   From Stockholm, Istanbul is the most successful destination for Turkish Airlines. There are 

many business travelers, leisure travelers, and groups. There is a percentage 2 - percentage 3 

average proportion of business class travelers in this destination. Stockholm – Istanbul route 

is considered as a short flight so flight time is not enormously important. On the other hand, 

high flight frequency of Turkish Airlines increases the demand for the company in a great 

extent. Frequent Flyer Program, which is applied properly in Istanbul destination, is an 

important factor for the business travelers; it is essential to create loyal business passengers. 

Interview with Eva Runnäs Malmstedt  

Interview, which was with Eva Runnasmalmstedt, is about Greek destinations, which are 

Athens and Thessalonica. Interview details are seen below. 

When it is looked at the Greek destinations from Stockholm airline market; passengers fly to 

Athens mostly for business aim. On the other hand, Thessalonica is a leisure destination; 

people fly to this destination with touristic aim. From Stockholm, many Swedish passengers 

fly to Thessalonica in order to go to neighbor countries like Albania and Bulgaria; 

Thessalonica can be named as a transmission point for those destinations.   

For business travelers, some companies are strict for their employees regarding their travel; 

companies have regulations that show the list of airline companies whether they can fly or 

not. For example, American companies were not allowing their employees to fly Pakistan and 

Afghanistan because the companies, which fly to these destinations, were not among the ones, 

which are allowed by American companies. The reason for that are mostly problems 

regarding security. However, when Turkish Airlines started to fly those destinations (Pakistan 

and Afghanistan), American companies’ employees started to fly there with Turkish Airlines 

because it is an approved airline company by American companies. So this is an important 

factor for business travelers, this is also case for Swedish airline market, if Turkish Airlines is 

not among the approved companies determined by a Swedish company; that company’s 

employees will not fly with Turkish Airlines for their business travels.  

Flight time is important for business travelers. Turkish Airlines does not have a time effective 

flight from Stockholm to Greek destinations because passengers first have to fly to Istanbul 

(south of Greek destinations) and afterwards from Istanbul to Greek destinations (up north 

again). Because of that, Turkish Airlines does not have huge market share from Stockholm to 

Greek destinations for business travelers.  

Security of an airline company is also an important factor for business travelers who fly from 

Stockholm to Greek destinations.     

For leisure travelers, most important factor is the price of the tickets. Leisure travelers to this 

destination are not loyal to a specific airline company; they always search for the lowest fare. 

They easily switch to another airline if they can find a cheaper price. 
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Even if Turkish Airlines does not have time effective flight from Stockholm to Greek 

destinations, the company has a chance to gain market share for leisure travelers. Because 

leisure travelers care about the fare much more than flight time, the company has the 

opportunity to sell tickets by having promotions and cheap flight tickets.  

Amount of luggage is also important for leisure travelers for Greek destinations.  

Interview with Indcen Resor  

Mumbai and New Delhi are the most popular destinations of India, which is the case for 

Swedish airline passengers. All types of passengers (business, leisure, and family visit aim) 

fly to these destinations; it is a mixture of tourists, business people, and family visitors.  

Mumbai and New Delhi are the most popular destinations of India. As a result, most of the 

airline companies target these destinations. Therefore, in certain period there is an 

overcapacity for the airline companies because of high level of competition. The competition 

can be named as “Price Wars”; average fares are cheaper now when compared with the fares 

15 years ago. Passengers from all over the world fly to Indian destinations. That is also the 

case for Sweden airline market; airline companies first carry the passengers to their base from 

different destinations; afterwards they fly to Indian destinations. For Stockholm - New Delhi 

market, Finnair is the market leader. The reason for that is the perfect flight time of the 

company; it takes 45 minutes to go to Helsinki from Stockholm and 6 hours and 30 minutes to 

go to New Delhi from Helsinki. In addition, Finnair takes off from Stockholm in the evening 

time and arrives to New Delhi very early in the morning. This is the most time effective flight 

in that route which brings competitive advantage to the company in the market; both leisure 

and business travelers can save time by flying with Finnair. Because of the overcapacity, 

companies are trying to attract the passengers with special prices and campaigns. Especially 

Finnair is aggressive in this market; the company is offering very low prices in order to 

promote passengers to book their flights in advance. By doing this, Finnair is dominating the 

New Delhi market; their flights have high load factors to this destination. Price and time is 

important factors for this destination.  

When it is looked at the Mumbai destination, first important point is that Finnair does not fly 

to Mumbai. Turkish Airlines is a favorable airline company in this destination; Turkish 

Airlines’ product is as good as the other actors in the market. There is not a high level of 

competition; instead of that, there is almost equal distribution within market shares of the 

companies.  

Frequent Flyer Programs are an important factor for Indian destinations. Turkish Airlines is 

member of Star Alliance, this is an important purchasing motive for the passengers; they do 

not hesitate to pay more for the flight ticket when they can have their bonus points. Turkish 

Airlines has an advantage in that sense. Punctuality is important for an airline company for 

the future business success; despite the fact that it is impossible for an airline company to 

become 100 percent punctual, a passenger, who has experienced flight delays with an airline 

company, probably will not prefer to fly with the same company again.  
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Mumbai and New Delhi are not within the most popular and attractive destinations of the   

world that makes it hard for the airline companies to apply promotions on that destination. 

Passengers from Stockholm do not prefer these destinations excessively; they do not have past 

experience about destinations, they do not have so much information about the destination, 

these destinations are not well known destinations, it is not so common for Swedish people to 

go to Delhi and Mumbai, they need visa to go to the country. For airline companies, it is hard 

to predict when to apply promotions on these destinations because of the elusiveness of this 

destination. Therefore, airline companies, which want to success in this market, have to rub 

shoulders with travel agencies. Because agencies can promote these destinations to 

passengers, can give essential information regarding the destinations, can offer them a full 

solution package regarding their trip, which is necessary if a passenger is travelling to India.   

There are many other factors, which are effective on these destinations. Turkish Airlines is 

active on many regions within the world like Middle East destinations, many European 

destinations etc. During the summer time (between beginning of June and end of August), 

there is a high seasonal demand for Turkish Airlines flights. Because of the high level of 

demand to flights, from Stockholm to Turkey or Middle East destinations etc. to Istanbul, is 

almost fully booked during summer season. This situation constitutes a bottleneck for Turkish 

Airlines; because of the Stockholm – Istanbul flight is fully booked, it is not possible to serve 

flights beyond Istanbul that influences the Turkish Airlines’ Stockholm – Mumbai and New 

Delhi flights. Turkish Airlines is a good choice for passengers who fly to Indian destinations 

during non-seasonal time. There are important seasonal times for Swedish Airline market:  

Summer Time: Schools are closed and most of the employees use their annual leaves in this 

period; many people prefer travelling during summer time in Sweden  

Autumn Holiday: 1 week School Holiday at the end of October; high season for travelling  

Christmas Holiday: Very high season, most of the people prefer travelling during Christmas 

Sport Holiday: 1-week holiday at the end of February: high season for travelling  

Easter Holiday: 1-week holiday in April; high season for travelling  

So, during these high season times; Turkish Airlines flights from Stockholm to Istanbul 

becomes fully booked which means it is not possible for company to serve beyond flights like 

New Delhi and Mumbai. The most important reason for that; there are many Turkish people 

living in Stockholm and they mostly prefer Turkish Airlines to go to Turkey, because of that 

company’s flights become fully booked in high season times. Another reason for that Turkey 

is increasing its popularity and attractiveness among Swedish people; there are many 

promotions and campaigns going on for the introduction of Turkey destinations; this increases 

the demand for Turkish Airlines flights during high season times.   

During non-season times, the travel is not like as much as the high season times. Because of 

that, price becomes important during this time. Airline companies have to offer good prices 

and promotions in order to attract the passengers.     
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Interview with Royal Resor  

There are not many business passengers that travel from Stockholm to Dubai. Most of the 

passengers travel to this destination with leisure aim. Dubai is an attractive touristic 

destination, which is the case for Swedish passengers also. There are lots of shopping malls 

and luxury hotels, which makes Dubai one of the important leisure destinations of the world. 

Wintertime is high demand season from Stockholm to Dubai; most of Swedish passengers fly 

to Dubai during wintertime.    

There are two types of leisure travelers from Stockholm to Dubai. First group is the Iraqi 

people who live in Stockholm to visit their families and relatives because many Iraqi people 

are living in Dubai. In addition, Iraqi people, who live in Stockholm, fly to Dubai as a transit 

point to arrive Iraq cities like Necef, Suleymaniye. Even if the amount of passengers, who fly 

to Dubai as a transit point, have decreased with Turkish Airlines’ direct flights to these 

destinations (Necef, Suleymaniye); there are still passenger who prefer travelling in that way. 

The second group of leisure travelers is Swedish passengers who fly to Dubai with a touristic 

aim. Especially on winter season, Dubai is a popular destination among Swedes; they go there 

to make shopping and spend their vacations in luxury hotels. 

Turkish Airlines is the leader of Stockholm – Dubai airline market. There is not so strong 

competition for Turkish Airlines to this destination. The other actors who operate at the 

Stockholm – Dubai destination are KLM, Air France, Lufthansa, and Austrian Airlines.       

Price is one of the most important factors for the passengers. It is very important factor for 

Dubai destination; Turkish Airlines has acceptable price offers for passengers both on 

summer and winter seasons.  

Amount of luggage is a very important purchasing motive for ethnic passengers in this 

destination. Turkish Airlines provides 40 kilograms of total amount of luggage to its 

passengers, which brings advantage to the company in this market. 

Turkish Airlines is first flying to Istanbul from Stockholm and afterwards passengers fly to 

beyond destinations with the company. Most of the Turkish people who fly to Istanbul and 

other Turkey destinations prefer Turkish Airlines, so they also fly to Istanbul with the 

company. This situation is a reason for a bottleneck. It brings high load factors for Turkish 

Airlines flights which results with lack of seats for beyond Istanbul destination passengers. 

This situation is also reason for the economy and low price tickets to be sold out quickly, 

which prevents Stockholm – Dubai passengers to benefit from low price tickets. Turkish 

Airlines is now flying to Stockholm – Istanbul 3 times a day and Stockholm – Ankara 1 time 

in a day, which in total makes 28 flights in a week. Setting up of Ankara flight (which is a 

new route for Turkish Airlines) increases the amount of passengers that fly from Stockholm – 

Dubai (Stockholm – Ankara – Dubai). Turkish Airlines may consider increasing the amount 

of flights (in accordance with Turkish Airlines’ strategy and profitableness) in order to 

increase the market share for Dubai destination.        

Total time duration is important for passengers; passengers will not prefer an airline if they 

have to wait for example up to 6-7 hours for their flights. However, Turkish Airlines does not 
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have a problem regarding this issue; 3 times daily flight of Turkish Airlines from Stockholm 

to Istanbul enable good flight time connections for passengers, which is an important factor. 

 Service quality is also important factor among passengers and passengers who fly with 

Turkish Airlines are satisfied with the in-flight quality and service level.  

The problem with Turkish Airlines’ flights is not related to the in-flight product (time 

duration, connection, service quality etc.); passengers are not satisfied with treatment by the 

Turkish Airlines’ employees who work in Istanbul Ataturk Airport. Language problems 

between employers and passengers, excessive intensity in the Ataturk Airport diminish the 

satisfaction level of passengers. Turkish Airlines has to take actions regarding these situations 

in order to increase the loyalty of passengers to their company.  
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APPENDIX A.3 - SURVEY FROM SWEDAVIA  
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APPENDIX A.4 - GDPpc Data of Sweden  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gross Domestic Product (Expenditure Approach) and Yearly Population data are taken from 

SCB (Swedish Statistics Central Bureau) website.  

The source for Yearly Population Data; 

http://www.ssd.scb.se/databaser/makro/SubTable.asp?yp=tansss&xu=C9233001&omradekod

=BE&huvudtabell=BefolkningNy&omradetext=Population&tabelltext=Population+by+regio

n%2C+marital+status%2C+age+and+sex%2E++Year&preskat=O&prodid=BE0101&starttid

=1968&stopptid=2011&Fromwhere=M&lang=2&langdb=2 

The source for Quarterly Gross Domestic Product (Expenditure Approach) Data; 

http://www.ssd.scb.se/databaser/makro/Visavar.asp?yp=tansss&xu=C9233001&omradekod=

NR&huvudtabell=ForsorjbalENS95Kv&omradetext=National+accounts&tabelltext=GDP%3

A+expenditure+approach+%28ESA95%29+by+type+of+use%2E+Quarter&preskat=O&prod

id=NR0103&deltabell=&deltabellnamn=BNP+fr%E5n+anv%E4ndningssidan+%28ENS95%

29%2C+f%F6rs%F6rjningsbalans+efter+anv%E4ndning%2E+Kvartal&innehall=ForsorjbalE

NS95FpKv&starttid=1993K1&stopptid=2012K2&Fromwhere=M&lang=2&langdb=2  

GDPpc value is calculated by dividing quarterly GDP Values to yearly population data. 

 

http://www.ssd.scb.se/databaser/makro/SubTable.asp?yp=tansss&xu=C9233001&omradekod=BE&huvudtabell=BefolkningNy&omradetext=Population&tabelltext=Population+by+region%2C+marital+status%2C+age+and+sex%2E++Year&preskat=O&prodid=BE0101&starttid=1968&stopptid=2011&Fromwhere=M&lang=2&langdb=2
http://www.ssd.scb.se/databaser/makro/SubTable.asp?yp=tansss&xu=C9233001&omradekod=BE&huvudtabell=BefolkningNy&omradetext=Population&tabelltext=Population+by+region%2C+marital+status%2C+age+and+sex%2E++Year&preskat=O&prodid=BE0101&starttid=1968&stopptid=2011&Fromwhere=M&lang=2&langdb=2
http://www.ssd.scb.se/databaser/makro/SubTable.asp?yp=tansss&xu=C9233001&omradekod=BE&huvudtabell=BefolkningNy&omradetext=Population&tabelltext=Population+by+region%2C+marital+status%2C+age+and+sex%2E++Year&preskat=O&prodid=BE0101&starttid=1968&stopptid=2011&Fromwhere=M&lang=2&langdb=2
http://www.ssd.scb.se/databaser/makro/SubTable.asp?yp=tansss&xu=C9233001&omradekod=BE&huvudtabell=BefolkningNy&omradetext=Population&tabelltext=Population+by+region%2C+marital+status%2C+age+and+sex%2E++Year&preskat=O&prodid=BE0101&starttid=1968&stopptid=2011&Fromwhere=M&lang=2&langdb=2
http://www.ssd.scb.se/databaser/makro/Visavar.asp?yp=tansss&xu=C9233001&omradekod=NR&huvudtabell=ForsorjbalENS95Kv&omradetext=National+accounts&tabelltext=GDP%3A+expenditure+approach+%28ESA95%29+by+type+of+use%2E+Quarter&preskat=O&prodid=NR0103&deltabell=&deltabellnamn=BNP+fr%E5n+anv%E4ndningssidan+%28ENS95%29%2C+f%F6rs%F6rjningsbalans+efter+anv%E4ndning%2E+Kvartal&innehall=ForsorjbalENS95FpKv&starttid=1993K1&stopptid=2012K2&Fromwhere=M&lang=2&langdb=2
http://www.ssd.scb.se/databaser/makro/Visavar.asp?yp=tansss&xu=C9233001&omradekod=NR&huvudtabell=ForsorjbalENS95Kv&omradetext=National+accounts&tabelltext=GDP%3A+expenditure+approach+%28ESA95%29+by+type+of+use%2E+Quarter&preskat=O&prodid=NR0103&deltabell=&deltabellnamn=BNP+fr%E5n+anv%E4ndningssidan+%28ENS95%29%2C+f%F6rs%F6rjningsbalans+efter+anv%E4ndning%2E+Kvartal&innehall=ForsorjbalENS95FpKv&starttid=1993K1&stopptid=2012K2&Fromwhere=M&lang=2&langdb=2
http://www.ssd.scb.se/databaser/makro/Visavar.asp?yp=tansss&xu=C9233001&omradekod=NR&huvudtabell=ForsorjbalENS95Kv&omradetext=National+accounts&tabelltext=GDP%3A+expenditure+approach+%28ESA95%29+by+type+of+use%2E+Quarter&preskat=O&prodid=NR0103&deltabell=&deltabellnamn=BNP+fr%E5n+anv%E4ndningssidan+%28ENS95%29%2C+f%F6rs%F6rjningsbalans+efter+anv%E4ndning%2E+Kvartal&innehall=ForsorjbalENS95FpKv&starttid=1993K1&stopptid=2012K2&Fromwhere=M&lang=2&langdb=2
http://www.ssd.scb.se/databaser/makro/Visavar.asp?yp=tansss&xu=C9233001&omradekod=NR&huvudtabell=ForsorjbalENS95Kv&omradetext=National+accounts&tabelltext=GDP%3A+expenditure+approach+%28ESA95%29+by+type+of+use%2E+Quarter&preskat=O&prodid=NR0103&deltabell=&deltabellnamn=BNP+fr%E5n+anv%E4ndningssidan+%28ENS95%29%2C+f%F6rs%F6rjningsbalans+efter+anv%E4ndning%2E+Kvartal&innehall=ForsorjbalENS95FpKv&starttid=1993K1&stopptid=2012K2&Fromwhere=M&lang=2&langdb=2
http://www.ssd.scb.se/databaser/makro/Visavar.asp?yp=tansss&xu=C9233001&omradekod=NR&huvudtabell=ForsorjbalENS95Kv&omradetext=National+accounts&tabelltext=GDP%3A+expenditure+approach+%28ESA95%29+by+type+of+use%2E+Quarter&preskat=O&prodid=NR0103&deltabell=&deltabellnamn=BNP+fr%E5n+anv%E4ndningssidan+%28ENS95%29%2C+f%F6rs%F6rjningsbalans+efter+anv%E4ndning%2E+Kvartal&innehall=ForsorjbalENS95FpKv&starttid=1993K1&stopptid=2012K2&Fromwhere=M&lang=2&langdb=2
http://www.ssd.scb.se/databaser/makro/Visavar.asp?yp=tansss&xu=C9233001&omradekod=NR&huvudtabell=ForsorjbalENS95Kv&omradetext=National+accounts&tabelltext=GDP%3A+expenditure+approach+%28ESA95%29+by+type+of+use%2E+Quarter&preskat=O&prodid=NR0103&deltabell=&deltabellnamn=BNP+fr%E5n+anv%E4ndningssidan+%28ENS95%29%2C+f%F6rs%F6rjningsbalans+efter+anv%E4ndning%2E+Kvartal&innehall=ForsorjbalENS95FpKv&starttid=1993K1&stopptid=2012K2&Fromwhere=M&lang=2&langdb=2
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APPENDIX A.5 - TOTAL TRADE   

Quarter 

Trade 

Sweden - 

Greece  

Trade Sweden - 

Thailand  

Trade Sweden - 

United Emirates 

Trade Sweden 

- Turkey  

Trade 

Sweden - 

India  

Q1 

2006 1828931 1230176 1433264 4067669 3346856 

Q2 

2006 2101946 1338081 1169663 4381646 3488756 

Q3 

2006 1790752 1590751 1003560 4170283 3048819 

Q4 

2006 1833353 1809287 1261152 4458985 3594254 

Q1 

2007 1902584 1480491 893922 4141646 3381263 

Q2 

2007 1853498 1551570 1204248 4505739 3779892 

Q3 

2007 1828177 1587119 1274127 4056178 3631691 

Q4 

2007 1812060 1594786 1341962 4221165 3933819 

Q1 

2008 1934615 1631798 1512854 4845174 4310669 

Q2 

2008 1673954 1800230 1228510 5092437 4444779 

Q3 

2008 1842075 1598119 1804429 4924071 4204324 

Q4 

2008 1683374 1790828 1418732 5807640 4468140 

Q1 

2009 1275793 1618842 754211 5501335 4256883 

Q2 

2009 1410999 1649404 943153 4683563 3864420 

Q3 

2009 1863248 1805511 918776 4346920 4556814 

Q4 

2009 1398758 1710262 911212 4646587 4276250 

Q1 

2010 1374691 1787014 870987 4886776 4001222 

Q2 

2010 1296120 1781272 972449 4887659 4315156 

Q3 

2010 1228134 1863996 1154602 5520837 4315984 

Q4 

2010 1364400 2342081 982244 5854533 6179659 

 

Trade values in the data are in Thousands of SEK. This data is taken from SCB (Swedish 

Statistics Central Bureau) website. Source for the Trade Data;  

http://www.ssd.scb.se/databaser/makro/Visavar.asp?yp=tansss&xu=C9233001&huvudtabell=

OImpExpLandTotMan&deltabell=01&deltabellnamn=Imports+and+exports+of+goods+by+tr

http://www.ssd.scb.se/databaser/makro/Visavar.asp?yp=tansss&xu=C9233001&huvudtabell=OImpExpLandTotMan&deltabell=01&deltabellnamn=Imports+and+exports+of+goods+by+trading+partner%2E+Total+values+adjusted+for+non+response%2E+Month&omradekod=HA&omradetext=Trade+in+goods+and+services&preskat=O&innehall=ExportTkr&starttid=1998M01&stopptid=2012M07&Prodid=HA0201&fromSok=&Fromwhere=S&lang=2&langdb=2
http://www.ssd.scb.se/databaser/makro/Visavar.asp?yp=tansss&xu=C9233001&huvudtabell=OImpExpLandTotMan&deltabell=01&deltabellnamn=Imports+and+exports+of+goods+by+trading+partner%2E+Total+values+adjusted+for+non+response%2E+Month&omradekod=HA&omradetext=Trade+in+goods+and+services&preskat=O&innehall=ExportTkr&starttid=1998M01&stopptid=2012M07&Prodid=HA0201&fromSok=&Fromwhere=S&lang=2&langdb=2
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ading+partner%2E+Total+values+adjusted+for+non+response%2E+Month&omradekod=HA

&omradetext=Trade+in+goods+and+services&preskat=O&innehall=ExportTkr&starttid=199

8M01&stopptid=2012M07&Prodid=HA0201&fromSok=&Fromwhere=S&lang=2&langdb=2 
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APPENDIX A.6 - DESTINATION  POPULATIONS  

Quarter Athens  Thessalonica  Bangkok Dubai   Istanbul  

New 

Delhi  Mumbai  Stockholm  
Q1 

2006 1063587 465143 2564835 364868 3050508 3620600 4311846 482853 
Q2 

2006 1064267 465669 2565878 369350 3072633 3645274 4330027 484682 

Q3 

2006 1064947 466194 2566921 373833 3094757 3669948 4348209 486510 
Q4 

2006 1065626 466720 2567964 378316 3116881 3694622 4366390 488339 
Q1 

2007 1066306 467246 2569007 382799 3139005 3719297 4384571 490167 

Q2 

2007 1066986 467772 2570050 387282 3161129 3743971 4402753 491996 
Q3 

2007 1067666 468298 2571093 391765 3183253 3768645 4420934 493824 
Q4 

2007 1068345 468823 2572136 396248 3205377 3793319 4439115 495653 

Q1 

2008 1069025 469349 2573179 400731 3227501 3817993 4457297 497481 
Q2 

2008 1069705 469875 2574222 405214 3249625 3842668 4475478 499310 
Q3 

2008 1070384 470401 2575265 409697 3271749 3867342 4493660 501138 

Q4 

2008 1071064 470926 2576308 414179 3293873 3892016 4511841 502967 

Q1 

2009 1071744 471452 2577351 418662 3315997 3916690 4530022 504796 
Q2 

2009 1072424 471978 2578394 423145 3338121 3941365 4548204 506624 
Q3 

2009 1073103 472504 2579437 427628 3360245 3966039 4566385 508453 
Q4 

2009 1073783 473030 2580480 432111 3382369 3990713 4584567 510281 

Q1 

2010 1074463 473555 2581523 436594 3404493 4015387 4602748 512110 
Q2 

2010 1075143 474081 2582566 441077 3426617 4040062 4620929 513938 
Q3 

2010 1075822 474607 2583609 445560 3448741 4064736 4639111 515767 

Q4 

2010 1076502 475133 2584652 450043 3470865 4089410 4657292 517595 

 

Yearly population data are taken from national statistic bureaus’ websites. By making 

regression, quarterly population data is calculated for every destination.   

National Statistical Service of Greece; www.statistics.gr 

National Statistics Office of Thailand; http://web.nso.go.th/  
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National Bureau of Statistics United Emirates; 

http://www.uaestatistics.gov.ae/EnglishHome/tabid/96/Default.aspx#refreshed 

Turkish Statistical Institute; http://www.turkstat.gov.tr/Start.do  

Ministry of Statistics and Program Implementation of India; 

http://mospi.nic.in/Mospi_New/Site/home.aspx 

 

                                                                                                                                                               


